From the Editors:
This issue was such a pleasure to put together. Our world is a big, beautiful place, and I welcome the chance to
explore it near and far from my own desk. Thank you to all of the talented writers and artists who submitted to our
second issue. Without you, Azia and I wouldn't have the opportunity to start turning our editorial dreams and
adventures into reality.
"The purpose of life is to live it, to taste experience to the utmost, to reach out eagerly and without fear for newer and
richer experience."- Eleanor Roosevelt
Enjoy!

Sam Fischer
Co. Editor
When Sam and I were discussing theme options for this issue, we struggled to pinpoint exactly where we wanted to
go. Our inaugural issue: Dark&Dirty was such a hit that we wanted something equally tempting to both potential
contributors and readers alike. With a February release, we tossed around love-centred themes but our hearts
weren’t in it. (Kind of a pun? Ha.) Sam suggested an adventure-themed issue and Adventureland was conceived.
There is a variety of adventures offered in this issue; whether it be travel stories, journeys of the mind: spiritual and
metaphorical, themes both innocent and dark and everywhere in between. I want to give a big thank you to all of
our awesome contributors, this issue wouldn’t exist without your beautiful brains.
Sending love from the frozen tundra,

Azia DuPont
Founder & Co. Editor

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Travelling Misadventures: Holiday Edition
Allie Marini Batts

1. The night before trip, make sure that your boss
slips and falls outside of the office, so that you
can spend the time you’d planned for sleeping
and packing the car in the ER, because she can’t
get hold of anyone else to come wait with her.
2. At two a.m., start driving to Jacksonville on zero
hours of sleep, from packing and panicking after
hours of sitting in the ER. Curse I-10 for being
god-awful boring to drive when it's dark and
you're exhausted. Hurt its feelings by telling it
so.
3. Get lost finding your reserved long-term parking
facility. Yell profane things at your GPS, for
repeatedly directing and re-directing you to an
empty lot which is clearly not the place you’ve
reserved to park long-term, despite punching
the address in correctly.
4. Finally find long-term parking lot after making
several probably illegal U-turns. Realize that the
empty lot is technically part of the same
address. Don’t apologize to the GPS, because
you’re running late and it’s not the first time it’s failed you, so it’s okay to be passive aggressive.
5. Barely make your flight out. Get wedged between "too much perfume wearing lady" and a chatty Jewish
grandmother who has grandsons in a variety of age ranges, to whom she'd like to marry you off, because she's
somehow not noticed that you're covered in tattoos and have pink hair.
6. Visibly disappoint her by telling her you're already married and point out your husband, sitting three seats
behind you. Watch him as he smirks; stealthily flip him the bird. Make mental note to murder him later.
7. Decide if you’re going to be a widow soon, you might as well hear out your prospective mother-in-law.
8. Ponder whether she might have had too many pre-flight cocktails. Question whether or not you may need a few
in-flight cocktails. Wonder how far it is to Denver.
9. Arrive in Denver. Get bumped from connecting flight. Four times. By some fluke, make the fifth flight.
10. In retrospect, wish you’d just hung around and waited for the sixth. Guy next to you farts for the whole threehour trip, and you're pretty sure his entire diet is broccoli and boiled eggs.
11. Harajuku girl on the other side of you wearing a Nyan Cat backpack and using her tablet to Facebook stalk Jared
Leto falls asleep on your shoulder and drools on you.

12. When she wakes up, neither of you acknowledge that she’s been snuggled up on you for the past two and a half
hours. Engage in awkward conversation with too much sustained eye contact about how you keep your hair so
pink.
13. Tell her you’re like a flamingo and eat a lot of shrimp. Have to explain the joke. Ten minutes later she gets it and
starts giggling, but by then you’re just wishing the pilot would let you off the plane already.
14. Shoot a Save Me look to your husband. Watch him stifle laughter. Flip him the bird again. Watch helplessly as he
blows you an air kiss. Wonder whether or not you’ll wait until after the holiday is over to murder him, or if it can
be considered an early Christmas present to yourself.
15. Farting guy rips one in your face when you're getting up to get off the plane. Sustain impulse to strangle him.
16. Once off the plane, discover that your luggage beaten you to Los Angeles. Now you get to track it down! It's a
gaaaaaaaaame! Husband manages to locate luggage, gains clemency and a marital pardon for his efforts.
17. Get to car rental place. Discover that the actual price is TWICE the quoted price because, it’s a holiday and we're
charging you anyway, so you might as well take the car.
18. Have to drive on the 405. Discover the beauty of boring old I-10. Promise I-10 you'll stop complaining about how
boring it is because, This is ridiculous, how do people live here?
19. Get to hotel. Discover you made your reservation for the other Extended Stay LAX. Pay extra fee; for what,
you’re not sure. All that matters is you have a room and don’t have to get back on the 405…until tomorrow.
20. Open e-mail. Read e-mails from the Borg collective you call The Mothers (mother and mother-in-law,) asking
where you are, and why you’re so late. Wonder why the computer seems to work, but their phones don’t.
Politely respond with an abbreviated narrative of travelling misadventures. Immediately receive auto-response,
letting you know that they won’t be checking e-mail during the holidays because out-of-town family is visiting.
21. Beg husband to call The Mothers and deal with this. Listen as Mom Collective praise him for being such a good
husband, knowing you’re being criticized by The Mothers, against whom all resistance is futile. Make mental
note to rehearse answers to “Why aren’t you kids pregnant yet?” that don’t involve the f-bomb.
22. Smush pillow over face and hope for accidental asphyxiation, which does not come, because your God is
vengeful and has a perverse sense of humor.
23. Breathe a sigh of relief when your husband tells you that your legendary klutziness in the kitchen has gotten you
off the hook with The Mothers; all you’re expected to bring are crescent rolls in a can.
24. Open suitcase, discover a love note from the TSA telling you that your bag was flagged and searched for
contraband, which was clearly not found, though it appears that your lacy black panties were confiscated. Die
inside a little bit, considering the implications of this.
25. Spoon the husband, who you’re not thinking about killing anymore, in a bed that smells like Lysol and may or
may not be infested with bedbugs. Finally drift off to sleep. Remember before you’re completely passed out to
give thanks, because you’re not doing this alone, and even you can’t mess up crescent rolls in a can. ⃝

Take the Nearest Detour
Candace Butler
The next time you drive through
the mountains of southern Virginia
take a couple of long, winding roads
out of your way. Stop at a small gas station
with bags on the pump handles
on purpose. Fold up your map
with its road names and numbers
and compass and ask the person
leaning on an elbow at the counter
how to get back to the interstate,
you've made a wrong turn.
Listen to the directions,
right past the silo,
take a left when you see the three
big crosses (you can't miss them),
then there will be a fork in the road,
and you'll want to stay toward the left.
From there you go about, oh I don't know,
what would you say, a few miles?
A few miles. And you should be able to
find the interstate and follow the signs
from there. Before you go, browse the
couple of aisles, pass by the baby food jars
with expiration dates nearly eight years past,
the rows of gum and candy bars in dust.
Settle for an overpriced drink or
a lottery ticket.
Look closely at the peeling sticker
on the slush puppy machine by the register.
It will be cracked teal where
there used to be a deep ultramarine.
The corners will be peeling, a sticky
border where they used to lay flat.
Once you pay, follow the directions.
Chant them over the low murmur
of the radio. Listen close, now,
this is the most important part.
Look at every cornfield,
feel the depth of the forest, take in
the "Jesus loves you" graffiti
on a gutted trailer.
You might never find this place again.

Welcome to the New Times
Gary Glauber

At one time, every little doodad
needed inventing.
Now people lack the requisite patience
to do that kind of constant attempting,
to stay up all hours trying this, that,
and the infamous other thing.
There are no wizards in waiting;
they have all been replaced
by less ambitious basement dwellers,
gamers, and sundry self-promoters.
So as society sits in the dark,
hoping for thingamajigs
of practical cleverness that
might ease the way to the next
burgeoning idea revolution,
the only dim lights seen
are cell-phone photo flashes,
artless selfies of
our own contented despair.

Final Words For My Brother
Arya F. Jenkins

I wasn’t there in the hospital with you that last time
Watching tubes leak what they could into your arms
Out of bags half-filled with brine half-filled with time
As our father was there
Wondering how this could be
I wasn’t there when your eyes closed
Eyelashes stilled
You might have dreamed of mountains
Rivers, evergreens
Becoming one with them
As they became mere figments
Diminishing in space
Disconnecting you from the past
And the earth you were leaving
So many years and miles away
I felt a joyful reprise in my heart
Your final promise to stop drinking
As if the demon had been unbidden all along
Something apart from you
You promise?
You promise?
I asked that source in me still beating
You promise?
I had wished an end to it so long
Been deceived so often
And still I believed
Even as I closed my eyes
This would be the end of it
No more lies
Only hope now
Instead of death knocking.

Snap Chat Suicide
Jonathan Filke
An unopened snap sits
In my cell, haunting me
with a logo ghost to open
our last chat before
life became easier
at pill bottle bottoms,
and I, not sure
one to ten seconds
is enough to press—hold
your grainy low light
front-facing camera face
until you’ve vanished again,
left without a server trace—
safe in my chest coat pocket
sealed, closest we’ll ever be.

The Smell of Smoke
Brandon Kendall

Three tours in Cambodia without a scratch and I’m
back stateside feeling like a goddamn venerated
warhorse. Three minutes in a cell with a couple dykes

“Writing down names.”

though, and just like that, I’m put to pasture. Best thing
Warden Delonge can do is a transfer to the visitation
booth. A moldy twelve-by-twelve shack, covered in old
post-it notes with faded names, numbers and memos.
All long forgotten like the fucked up, state issued
furniture Maintenance kept stored inside it.

“So they don’t gotta stand in line the three hours it
takes to process.”

Been here at Stillwater since the Governor cut the red
ribbon in seventy-nine, longer than all the lifers still
living. The military service made me a shoe-in.

“PLEASE APPROACH THE WINDOW FOR PROCESSING.”

In all that time, only one thing has remained a constant
aside from the numbing sense boredom. Whatever
grace, whatever feminine spirit the lord blessed these
women with at birth, it’s all rung out. Left to spoil inside
these walls.
That doesn’t stop the sad sacks, though.
They come in droves. Vans filled with litters of spic kids
and dads trying to pass for cowboys. Men by
themselves, men wearing the same slack, faded suits for
every visit, like cartoon characters. Men dressed in
shirts two sizes too big and shorts rising past their
knees. The three black men with getups straight out of
vaudeville that carpool up every Sunday, probably from
some darkie church. They visit white women, and call
each other brother. Don’t get me wrong though.
Prisoners, visitors – it’s all just customer service.
Difference is that with the inmates, discipline is
mandatory. Out here, I’m the one behind glass.
They stand there like they do every week in their halfassed attempt at single file. One of them, some cocky
shit heel with a law degree, walks down the line with a
clipboard taking names.
The door opens behind me.
Sgt. Gifford, a pasty Irishman as old as me with a gut to
rival my own.
“Morning,” he says. “How you holding up?”
“Like a cripple. Forgot my damn lumbar pad.”
“What’s he doing?”

“Why?”

“Aww. We taking too long for them? Cute. Let’s get to
it, then.”
I flick the intercom.

They comply and lurch forward. I take their ID’s, one at
a time. Most refuse to look me in the eye. A few mutter
‘Thank you,’ but their downcast eyes betray their
bullshit congeniality. I pass out the slips of paper, take
them back, stamp them and pass them on to Gifford. He
does the nit-pick shit and the verifying. Most the sad
sacks go back to their cars to stay out of the heat,
thanks to shit heel’s brilliance.
This was the part of the day that felt like how it used to
be on C-Block – The strange mix of boredom and
tension, vacillating between sudden bursts of
compliance and long stretches of absolutely nothing but
the all-encompassing bars and concrete walls. Except
now, there was nothing tense about it, objectively
speaking. It enticed the mind to wander. Reflect.
Only thing I could remember after coming to in the ICU
was the smell smoke. That same kind of cheap shit
gramps rolled and puffed on after dinner. When
tobacco turned contraband in o' five, the bullshit went
into high gear. Visitors smuggled it, women fought over
it, dykes turned tricks for it. Ad Seg filled to the brim
with nicotine fiends, but the smell of smoke was always
just around the corner, try as we might.
I remember letting my footsteps thud off the cellblock
floor that day. Hushed shouts of “One-time! One-time!”
sounded around the corner. Sure as shit, a wisp of
smoke sailed up to the ceiling from #055321’s cell.
Janice Tolbert. The boys called her Jumpsuit Jane.
“Surprise, surprise,” I said, loud enough for everyone to
hear.
I pawed the radio clipped to my collar. “Open cell
twenty-three. Contraband.”

The aging iron screamed open and there she was.
Jumpsuit Jane. Dubbed so on account of Jane never
wanting to wear one. She stood there without a stitch,
arms crossed against her sagging tits, flaunting that pinthin cigarette like some sick Hepburn rendition.
“Put it out, and put your face against that wall.” She
looked down at my pepper spray; thumb tensed on the
holster, and gave me that fucked up, half-toothed smile
of hers.

“As ok as I can be.”
“Woah. Look at that monstrosity.”
He gestures out the window to a patched together
heap of an RV, easily fifteen feet long, sputtering onto
the main drag. Its paint cracked like a dried out mud
bed. A bumper sticker on the back reads:
A GUN IN HAND IS
WORTH MORE THAN

Her off the boat oriental cellie had her hands up against
the wall, shaking. Guards my age called her Charlie.

A COP ON THE PHONE!

“You want to fuck, you could just ask. Marion.”

“Charming," Gifford chimes.

Someone told the bitch my first name.

The RV parks in the handicap spot farthest from the
gate and the engine hiccups to a stop.

“Stamp out the smoke, or I stamp out your ass. Now.”
This made Charlie shout something to her in chingchong, and Jane, calm as a cucumber, takes a puff from
her rollie and blows it in my face.
That’s when shit went south.
She gets hit good with the spray, I know that for fucking
sure. She hunches down and puts her hand tween’ her
legs when Charley vaults at me. I remember giving her a
black eye for her trouble.
Then Jane’s standing, holding half a sharpened
toothbrush, charging like some blood-starved witch. I
was told later about where she’d hid the damn thing.
I remember fragments. I remember feeling her on me,
those flabby tits on her chest pressed against my neck,
that toothbrush skewered into my stomach, her bony
knees slamming into my lower back. Again, again, and
again.
I blacked out and woke up with three hemorrhaged
disks, a broken ankle and a stomach infection from the
wound. Fuck knows what she wrought on my immune
system.
My back was the worst of it. Doc said the vertebrae
looked like ice cream sandwiches all squeezed out. I
can’t feel my left arm anymore.
Then like I’d asked for it by thinking it, Gifford comes in
and clips my left shoulder. I feel my weight shift, but no
sensation of touch.
“It’ll be another hour. You sure you’re ok?”

“You see a placard on that thing?”
“You could let them borrow yours.”
“Go fuck yourself.”
The driver side door opens and a hunched figure in
silhouette steps out. They reach back inside the
behemoth and come out with a walker. It’s an old
woman.
She tows herself around to the cabin door, opens it, and
outburst three kids dressed in matching blue and grey,
like they’d just came from getting their pictures taken at
the mall. They circle her like pagans dancing around a
fire.
Ill-aged grandparents and their sugar ravaged grand-kin
were another regular sight this side of the gate. Old
nobodies cursed with a second go-round of parenthood
after fucking up the first time. Never laid a glance on
this one, though. She barks a one-syllable command
and the children snap to attention. She stoops down to
straighten the collar of the youngest before starting
down the thirty yards of walkway to the booth.
Each reach forward with the walker was another scrakkscrape, scrakk-scrape across the sidewalk. The rubber
bottoms worn to the aluminum. It makes the needling
in my back perk up. How long until I need one of those
damned things?
The strange part though is the kids. They keep her pace
obediently. First bit of real respect I’d seen in weeks.
Tough broad.

Gifford clears his throat. “I’m gonna check on receiving.
Can you handle her?”
“Sure hope so.”
The door closes behind me, and I turn to the game of
solitaire on the yellowed monitor and sift through the
deck. Nothing to pair.
The scrakk-scrapes come to a stop. I keep my eyes
down and ask “May I help-“
“Just hold a minute, now,” she says. “Finding my
paperwork.”
I turn towards them. Holy hell. She’s gotta be in her
ninety’s, at least. She digs through a handbag hanging
from the walker like an oversized charm with one hand
while the other supports her brittle frame.
“Want me to fill out the slip for you, mam?”
“If you don’t mind. You don’t look too busy in there.”
Oh good. A comedian.

There most certainly is, bitch.
“Conner, help Grandma find her license. Left my glasses
in the damn motorhome.”
The oldest ducks his head and sifts through the purse
until he comes out with it. He shoots me a wary look
and stretches his arm out, sliding the ID under the glass
like I might bite.
“Should all be in order, sir. Talked with a young man
over here on the phone just last Friday.”
I grab the ID. Ninety-three. Jesus.
I type in the name and stare at the hourglass while my
body tremors. It takes longer than usual. I stew in it and
start to sweat.
“I don’t understand computers one bit,’ she says. ‘Just
got one in the house for my little ones. Man that put it
in says they run slow when they run hot. Don’t look like
you got AC in there.”

“Name?”

I’m about to reply to her half-ass attempt at ingratiating
herself when it pops up. Sure as shit. D-block.

‘Josephine Sattler.’

They actually let her out. Fuck.

“License Plate?”

“Everything in order, sir?”

“My eyes aren’t too crisp these days young man. Can’t
you see it from here?”

I check the visitor registry. Granny’s not approved.

I could, barely. “Inmate’s name?”
“Janice Tolbert.”
The name feels like a cut of ice digging down my fused,
fucked up back. I don’t breathe out, afraid of what
might come out.
She turns to the little ones.
“My grandkids making faces, sir?”
They stand there like hired help. Their gaze fixed on the
eyelets of their shoes.
“You can’t see her. She’s in solitary.”
‘'Sounds like you must be out of the loop officer,” she
says, still digging through her musty handbag, “Not
what I was told over the phone.”

“Had my hands full watching these three driving out
here. Hard enough minding their straight and narrows
at home.”

I push off my swivel chair to the visitor registration
forms under the counter.
“Mam. You never mailed out a registration form. Can’t
let you in.”
“Sir. Like I said, I spoke with an officer over the phone.
He said if I was coming from three hundred or more
miles away, we’d get a non-contact.”
Granny knows her shit. I check her ID again.
Cottonwood, Arizona. We’ll see about that.
“I’ll have to verify.”

“I’m not doing anything until I see some ID.”

I swivel back to the computer and look it up. The
hourglass takes its sweet time, again.

“I’m trying, sir. No need to take such a tone.”

The youngest tugs at her arm, “Are there playgrounds?”

“Hush, Dylan. You weren’t put on God’s earth to play.”
It pops up. The route is a craggy trek through expanses
of desert, adding up to a whopping two hundred and
eighty-seven miles.
Gotcha.
I print out the map, snap off a mail-in form and swivel
back to the window.
“Says here you’re under the three hundred mile
requirement. You’ll have to fill out that form and head
back home.”
She picks it up. The granite carved wrinkles in her
cheeks sink.
“You’re gonna keep these kids from seeing their
momma? After coming all this way?”
“Not my decision to make. We got rules to follow here.”
“There’s time for rules and there’s time for decency. I
want a word with your supervisor.”
“You’re looking at him.”
“Then I wanna talk to the Warden.”
“Warden isn’t here on weekends. I’m running
visitation.”
“Why are you doing this? I’ve been plenty respectful.”
“Your respect’s about as useful as your parenting
advice, mam. I said you’re not getting in.”
“Officer, I am in ill health. Making the drive again isn’t
an option here. I’ve got-“
Behind her, the oldest pokes the youngest in the back
and tickles him.
“If I hear another sound from you three I’m leaving all
of you here in this parking lot!”
They fall silent immediately, scared shitless. I turn my
back to them and pretend to look at one of the fading
post-its. A reminder to put in a PO for more Styrofoam
cups.
“What on earth’s left you so cruel, officer?”
I don’t respond, despite the searing ache in my spine
begging me to.
She swallows the lump in her throat. “Well. We’re
leaving then. C’mon kids.”

The scrakk-scrape of the walker sounds its way back
toward the RV. Her eyes aren’t on me anymore, so I
swing around and rubberneck. The smallest one is
sobbing. Like he’d known the trip was a bust from the
get-go.
“I don’t want it anymore!”
He throws his matching sweater on the ground,
stamping it out like it burst into flame. All Granny can
do is watch the tike bawl like a lunatic. Something about
the sight strikes me, but I can’t really say what.
Granny slowly makes her way over to reprimand him,
maybe give him a smack across the backside, orShe stoops down on those rickety, trembling knees of
hers, right there on the pavement, and holds him
against her chest. Just holds him. He’s like a rabid dog at
first, but she just keeps holding him. It takes minutes,
but he finally relents, breaking into a new fit of sobs.
Granny says something, and the two older one each
take one of her arms. They guide her tremoring frame
to the walker, guide her hands to the worn aluminum
tasked with keeping her propped up. It’s only then that
the tinge of guilt creeps in, as she’s reaching
desperately for those dingy rubber grips. But, as they
walk back to the camper, it passes like everything
passes.
Gifford comes back in, toting a gym bag.
“Had to get something from the car. Rivera says he’s
ready when you are.”
“You check that in?”
“No. You gonna say something?”
I look at the bag – stuffed with long boxes that can only
be cartons of cigarettes.
I hear the dusty RV tear down and out of the lot.
“Are you?” he asks.
“Godspeed,” I say, and that’s that.
He nods, clips me on my dead shoulder again and walks
out into the arid silence outside, away from this moldy,
twelve-by-twelve shack and all the broken down
furniture stored inside it. ⃝

The Jungle Trail
Lorraine Caputo

The pale colors of this sunrise brighten behind the
Prologue: Lake Atitlán and Beyond
misty mountains. Many passengers are nodding in their
One afternoon, Jessica and John, an Israeli couple,
sleep. A woman puts her baby to breast, quieting its
knock on my door at the hospedaje. A cool breeze blows
whimpering.
off Lago Atitlán, through my open window. They tell me
Horrors, yelled US Secretary of State Foster Dulles.
of wanting to do the infamous Jungle Trail from
(Once upon a time he was a lawyer for United Fruit. He
Guatemala to Honduras, through the banana plantations
drew up finca contracts between the Company and the
and jungle swamp. But they do not know Spanish.
government of this country.) Horrors, screamed his
Would I be interested in being their translator?
brother Allen, the CIA chief. (Once upon a time he was
Would I? I have long dreamed of doing this
on the Board of Directors of—yes—
adventure. But as a woman alone,
the Company.) The iron curtain is
going through territory that only
descending upon Guatemala. We
one guidebook barely sketches.
must save it from the clutches of
You must be kidding – I would not
We decide to do it. We
Communism.
dare turn down this opportunity.
pack
our
knapsacks
The sunlight now shimmers off this
We spend hours looking over
highway.
The Israeli couple rubs
the maps. None that I have shows
before heading out to
their catnap from eyes. Together we
Finca Chinoq in Guatemala or
dinner at La Última Cena
will walk the mythical Jungle Trail,
Corinto in Honduras. John pulls
a dream of many travelers: through
out a map they bought before
(where the service is so
Chiquita plantations, through selva,
leaving the States. In detail it
slow you’d think it’ll be
from Guatemala to Honduras.
shows not only those two places,
We are nearing grey Guatemala City
but also a road between them.
your last supper). We set
with its deforested mountains and
We decide to do it. We pack
our alarms before turning
concrete. In a colorless field near the
our knapsacks before heading out
road, an indigenous family sorts
to dinner at La Última Cena
in. We have a very early
trash.
(where the service is so slow you’d
start to get out onto the
The coup that toppled Árbenz was
think it’ll be your last supper). We
led
by Coronel Castillo-Armas (a
set our alarms before turning in.
road.
Fort Leavenworth graduate). Yes,
We have a very early start to get
with help from—la CIA. On that
out onto the road.
mid-June ‘54 day, those “liberation
***
forces” bombed Guate, Puerto
We tumble into the night, to gather with the brightly
Barrios and the port of San José.
bundled Cachikel and Tzutujil. At these worn steps of
Then the iron curtain of repression descended. Some
the church plaza, we await a 3 a.m. bus for Guatemala
120,000 have since died.
City, or Guate as it is called in this country.
In the full light of this mid-December day of ’93,
We stop at many villages. People board with sacks,
this city shows no scars of that aerial attack by F-47s
hushed voices. These pueblito have suffered so much
(flown by US pilots). The streets, the bookstores, the
repression, for so many years.
libraries are silent about those social-democratic years of
Dawn encounters us on a highway paralleling the
Arévalo and Árbenz. So are the schoolbooks in pueblitos
train tracks – a road built by Árbenz, a railroad built by
and in this capital.
United Fruit. This ribbon of black pavement was a death
***
knell for that Octopus’ monopoly over transport.
Jessica and John tend their errands. I wait on a curb
I stare out the streaked window of this old school
of the train station parking lot. My arms and one leg hug
bus. The green countryside, the sierra emerge from
our knapsacks.
shadow. Men are already out in the milpas. With a flutter
The city is alive. Vendors line the streets with freshof my weary eyes, that history begins weaving through
cut
fruit
and drinks. Cheap watches drape one man’s
my mind.
hands and wrists. La Prensa Libre, calls another, holding
Árbenz continued the agrarian reforms begun by the
aloft the daily. Buses roar and rattle by, fuming clouds of
previous president. Over one million acres of fallow
greasy diesel smoke.
fields would be given to 100,000 families. Yes, the
We continue our journey towards Quiriguá. At times
government would pay recompense the declared-forthis
black highway parallels the rail lines to Puerto
taxes value. Of course, United Fruit would be affected. It
used only eight percent of its lands.

Barrios. Once there, string our hammocks in a village
hospedaje yard and welcome the night.
Come early morning we hike along rusty train
tracks, along a dirt road, through banana plantations, to
the ruins of Quiriguá. The trees are heavy with bright
purple-magenta flowers. Thickening fingers of fruit
emerge beneath the petals. This once-great Maya city is
now an island in this green Chiquita sea. Magnificently
carved stelae tower into the clear sky. The history of
another golpe de estado: Cuauc Sky captured 18 Rabbit.
Again that tarry ribbon, eastward to Entre Ríos, the
turn-off into the fincas. In the thin shade of a solitary
roadside stand, we await a ride into that emerald heart.
There are no buses, no combis there. But somehow we
must arrive to Finca Chinoq.
The Trail
In the back of a blue cargo truck, more than a dozen
of us stand, bouncing down the dirt road. Through the
slats of the stockade, I can see miles and kilometers of
plantations slip by. The trees are blossoming. Blue bags
protect their fruit.
“Where are you going?” A fellow passenger asks
me.
“Finca Chinoq.”
The man begins jumping, banging on the back of the
cab. He yells, Parada!” The motor roars, the gears grind.
More jumping and banging. Parada! Parada!
A narrow earthen route lies before us. From the lefthand field, an older man appears. The machete in his
gnarled hand shines dully in this already-hot sun. “Yes,
it is the way to the river,” he tells us. Our steps kick up
the fine soil. Yes, he works for the Company. Oh, for
three years now.
There on the bank sits a man. Bundled sacks of
flour, sugar and rice surround him. He, too, is awaiting a
lift across these swift brown waters. He’s the shopkeeper
in a little village named Jimeritos.
And here we wait for a soul to appear on that
opposite shore. After an hour or more, we wave and
shout. The man paddles his canoe across and carries us
down river to the other side. We wave good-bye to that
storekeeper.
***
And here we wait in El Chinchado for the migración
officer to return. He’s down by the river
fishing, somewhere. No-one can find him.
And here we wait, talking with the soldiers. No-one
knows of this way through the fincas to Corinto. Perhaps
so-and-so knows. He doesn’t either.
In this central field, cows graze. A horse pursues a
mare. Children kick a ball. A girl idly swings on a loose
porch post.
And here we wait, the afternoon aging. The official
returns, pole in hand but no fish. The road to Corinto the
couple’s map shows? Pues, many foreigners have

arrived from the other direction, lost and loonie. No, he
shakes his head, he doesn’t know the way. Look, it’s
late—now 4 p.m. Why don’t we spend the night?
Perhaps they can find more information for us. John
looks firmly at Jessica and me. “No, we go on. We’ve
already lost enough time.”
We head out, a young boy leading us down a
barranca. The land drops away, lushly green on either
side. But after a while the lad stops. He should return
home. He didn’t tell his mother....
We continue down this dirt track through the banana
forest. Muddy, slippery, only wide enough for one
person or one beast. Cows move slowly on at our
approach. The still-broiling sun casts long shadows
across our path.
Overhead we hear a hum. A banana-yellow plane
sprays a new-leaf-green cloud. Pure poison, Jessica and
John hiss in unison. We cover our faces with our t-shirts
and duck down. That pesticide is eye-burning, sourtasting. We hurriedly trek, stooping and covering as the
plane nears again and again. Men mark each pass with
white-flagged poles. They wear no masks, no gloves.
The first stream lies stagnant beneath a two-log
bridge. We grasp desperately to the frail cellophane-cord
handrail, not wanting to fall into those dead waters.
A man shows up. He confidently strides across,
whistling a tune. His machete swings from his waist. In
the gathering shadows of dusk, he leads us over each log
or rail-tie bridge. In the now-black distance, lantern
lights glow yellow.
We arrive at small village hidden among the
silhouette banana trees: Jimeritos. The shopkeeper leaves
his cane-slat and palm-thatch hut. Inside his family still
eats. He greets us at the window-counter of the concreteblock store. Our mouths drop open. “How did you get
here?” He only smiles as he uncaps our sodas. That icy
drink in this heat. Ah—nothing has ever tasted so good.
This night, under a velvet sky and stars, the fortyodd families gather on the store’s front porch.
Telenovelas flicker in the dark. Children wander and
explore crying out on fall-hurt buns.
By 9:30 everyone is to bed. John and Jessica crawl
into their tent with a hushed good night. I unroll my
sleeping bag and drift away on the silence.
A morning rain bathes this pueblo of sameness rustic
huts. The men are already in the fields. We must draw
water from the well. It streams from holes punched in
the bucket. To relieve ourselves, we must go out into the
dense brush. Jimeritos has nary a latrine.
John isn’t feeling well. No, he hasn’t been taking his
malaria medication. Are there pack animals we can hire?
The answer comes after breakfast. No, they are all being
used.
***
So with an adios, we leave this village behind.
Weighed under our knapsacks, we mount the barranca

again. I slip in the slick mud. John looks angrily at me,
“You and your old pack.” I pick myself up without a
word. Jessica is the next to fall ... and then he ...
We continue on, slipping and sliding. I freeze at the
first bridge of this second day. John helps me across.
Step one, step two, pivot. One step, pivot. Then a long
string of old railroad ties, rotted ends butted up against
each other. Step off to the next one. There are no
handrails. I grasp the Israeli’s waist.
Onward we trek, calling out to the bananeros, “Is
this the way to Corinto?” They wave and nod, pointing
in the direction. We trek through miles of fincas
stretching green to the horizon. We puzzle at the cable
lines winding through their midst.
Behind the parting clouds, the sun rises higher. The
day grows muggier. In the nearing distance, we see an
open-sided palm-thatch building.
“My we rest here?” we ask the people inside.
“Of course, of course.” They look amazed at our
presence.
“Where are we?” We heave our packs onto the long
benches.
“Finca Arizona”
“Is this Honduras?”
“No, Guatemala.”
“Where are you from?” These mostly women ooh
and aah over John and Jessica’s postcards of the Holy
Land.
“Where are you coming from?” asks an old man
looking dubiously at our knapsacks “You’ve been
crossing the bridges with those?” With permission, he
hefts one. “Wow,” he wipes his brow. “I surely would
have fallen.”
“Where are you going? A group of us are going at
noon. You can come with us.”
“How are we traveling?”
They point at those lines of cables.
John looks at his watch. It’s only 10 or so. “No—we
go on—alone.”
With a farewell we leave. Once more we walk onto
and down the barranca, slipping and sliding calling out
to the field hands, “Is this the way to...?” The nods, the
points. “Are we in Honduras yet?” Their answers cut
across the banana forest clearing. “No—This is
Guatemala.”
Over time the plantations thin. The barranca levels
out to an overgrown pasture. Now there is no-one to ask.
This path faintly leads to and around a lone, worn-wood
house. We bewilderedly look at a man who steps out the
front door.
“Is this the way to Corinto?”

“Sí.”
“Are we in Honduras?”
“No.” He says something about rails, something I
don’t understand.
We follow this mere scratch in the brush to a large
gate. A lake the rain has left behind blocks our passage.
We heave our knapsacks over the barb-wired fence and
slip through the turnstile. There, on the other side, is a
border obelisk. We leapfrog over it. Here a real road of
knee-deep mud begins.
We abandon it, cutting across a meadow on higher
ground to a broad river. There, spanning the swift
waters, is a bridge of three rails ... and no handhold.
John wanders to a house up on the knoll. Perhaps
there’s another way. A man leads a horse down the bank
and through the chest-deep water. On the ground I spy a
chicken-clawed stick. It’s about three meters long.
Foot on one rail, other foot on the other, stick on the
outside of the third rung. The fast flow pulls at my staff.
Okay. Foot on one rail, other foot on the other, stick
between the second and third ...
No—again that current. Bueno. Foot on one, other foot,
this pronged stick on the third and shuffle, shuffle,
shuffle across.
Once on the other side, I dump my mud-streaked
pack. Within one step of this bank, I re-e-each, the staff
barely touching Jessica’s outstretched fingers. John
returns midways her journey and soon joins us on this
shore.
We continue our journey down the wide shaded
road. That horseman has now disappeared. But soon the
trees close in. Off somewhere, there and there, we hear
shotgun blasts. The trail we are upon fades into the
swamps. Pods hang heavy on cacao. We carry our
knapsacks atop our heads, wading through the thighdeep mud and water. We walk along a narrow ledge and
into another morass. Gunfire reverberates through the
jungle.
At firmer though still-soft ground, we stumble
across a soccer field. On the other side houses line a
street. We have reached Corinto.
The past-noon sun is high and hot. Down the road
walks a young girl on her way to the milpa. She’ll help
her father plant chilies. Most of the men of this village
are gone, bananeros on those fincas on the other side of
the swamps.
But here we must stay until first morning’s light
when a bus for Puerto Cortés passes. Honduran
immigration will just have to wait another day. ⃝

Berlin
Amelia Fleetwood

Berlin in winter
Where the breaths are drawn like
dragons
Iron radiators that churn and drip
The little apartment rejoices in it’s
drabness with a bare red light
bulb
Plugged in along the floor to
welcome them home
With the rain out side
Windows like a railway carriage line
up along each wall
It must glorious in the summer to lie
face down against the tiles in
The bathroom and wait for dusk
They talk about the evening just had
The smoke and laughter that never
seems hard enough
Red lipstick and dancing blisters still
pounding in their ears
Thoughts tinkling like the good
crystal glasses that no one they
know uses any more
Things disappear and they make do
Almost better than before
Everyone makes love before the war
In those moments you are anywhere
Everywhere and nowhere. A place
where things are born
In a hideout belonging to an ancient
hymn sung out in ecstasy
Retracing her steps as he warms his
feet between her thighs
These thighs she gives to him but her
thoughts are her own
The make love twice because nothing
is for certain
Gasps stolen from the bell tower
Forge us on
In life
In love
In Berlin before the war

In the Adjacent Room
Leila A. Fortier

Nested
In the adjacent
Room, barren of our bodies
Mummified in a cocoon of blankets
A soft barricade of pillows~ Warm and
Safe as a womb~ Shielded from the pangs
Of memory and the shame of unshed skin
I dreamt of swimming in a pool of
Dirty water~ Treading heavy
Amongst autumn
~ Debris~
Struggling
Not to swallow or be
Swallowed~ A guru was trying
To clean the pool~ Net on a stick
Sifting through black matter
But it all seemed
Too late
~Or~
So
Obviously
Futile as my lungs
Filled with chlorine and
Concrete~ Fatigued and
Flailing, I reached for the side so far above
My head~ Gasping to explain the meaning
Of my name in Hindu to a disinterested
Father~ The Guru dipped his net
In poised meditation...Even
As the tsunami
~Neared~

Precipice of the Void
Leila A. Fortier

And so it
Begins, in the timeless
Now- as if it were to end all
Forecast of dying~ Of which is
The sum of itself~ Asking nothing
And everything~ The last bastion
Of silence~ Opus of abstraction
Infinite dreaming within self
Neither good, nor badNor impartial to
Bleeding
Fallen
In
Love
With these
Contradictions
This now, existing of no
Tomorrow~ Hovering over the
Unseen maybe~ Suspended from the
Brink of every yes, undiluted~ Tell me
How I am to separate myself from this
World of must-nots and have-alls~
Within the proverbial twist of longing~ Amidst a parade of the hope-full and hope-less~ Unpronounceable is
the word~ Unsayable, the poem divined of infinite interpretation~
Assuming postures of water~ Heady with the volume of substance~ Gilded by every
Reflection~ A universe of sea…a sea of universe- Swallows all~ Spews all~
Of yield, fluidity, and violent thrust~ Every movement unrepeatable~
Fearless at once~ Returning no favor in its hindsight~ No
Hallow within the word~ Churning, untraceable~
Eluding its own source~ Returning
Nowhere and everywhere~
Precipice of the void
And blissful
Ache of
Full
n
e
s
s

Void
Leila A. Fortier

There
Is an ambient
Shrill that shatters the glass
House of song~ Not even the ear
Of the heart can sustain it~ Against
Noise and friction~ Divorced from
Itself as if the night never even
Mattered~ I realize now,
That you were
Never
Of
The moon,
Nor luminous song
Of silence~ You were
The starless abscess~
Blackened and void
~Of poetry~

60-Hour Long Walk
Beyza Ozer

& sometimes I want to kiss the shore of
Lake Michigan because it's the only
thing we can both touch
You tell me about your fear of fireworks
four days into July
You tell me you want me to
take you to places I’ve never been
so we can experience them
for the first time together
I’ve always wanted to visit Jacob’s well
I’m too scared of being away from
your skin & travel
I want to live
inside the soles of your shoes
I’ll be the pebble you can never get rid of
One day I’ll tell you to meet me in the field
halfway between us--to pack light
nothing in our way besides the streams & forests
& when we get there you'll say this is our land
carve it in the sand with our feet like we always did
when we went to the beach that July
you got your pink dress on so let’s go

We spend our entire lives
trying to pass on worthy myths
that will let us live past our bodies
in the memories of others.
Wes Solether

Waste Not
Matt A. Durrant

D

irty, dented and dropped on the curb, the
ninety-nine cent Arizona can lay helpless.
For three days and nights it sat on the
sidewalk of South Main St. in the small town of
Acushnet, MA. Passersby hardly cared to glance
toward it as they walked into Cardoza’s Coffee
Shop, calling it “filthy” and “useless”. The Arizona
Green Tea with Ginseng and Honey simply sat
there, useless to the world; unwanted, yet
unopened.

and Honey lay forlorn on the sidewalk, unopened
and unspoiled. Allen leapt toward the can, a
turquoise treasure trembling in his haggard hands.
It had been two months since the convenient store
down the street had closed, and Allen thought he
would never find another can of this particular tea.
He wasn’t allowed into the grocery stores, and no
were else sold this brand sold in the little town. To
Allen, it was better than any Christmas gift he’d
ever received.

It was 7:00 AM – Allen Teixeira slumped
through the streets, dry eyes, and hair like overused mop-strands. Dirty and dreary, he walked
with slow determination toward the rotary. On his
back he carried a dull green backpack, containing
nearly everything he owned. His jeans were three
sizes too big, held up with a yellow bungee cord.
Passersby avoided the sight of him, looking up at
the early morning sky, or down at the tips of their
shoes; anything to avoid casting their eyes on the
forty-something year old wandering homeless man.

Allen pulled out a purple rag from his
backpack, wrapped the can carefully, making sure
every side was evenly covered, then secured the
wrapping with a small bungee cord. He placed his
precious package in his backpack and started
toward the rotary, hopeful that this was a sign that
his luck would improve.

The aroma of Cardoza’s Coffee Shop
floated through the windows, a delicate layer of
cocoa and coffee beans that drifted into the cool
morning air. For people walking by, however, their
noses could not find the beautiful scent. Instead,
Allen’s stink like expired milk and compost
permeated into their nostrils. As he walked toward
the shop, Anthony Cardoza stepped out, his hand
held up against the approaching man.
“I’m sorry sir but,” Anthony had to pause
and catch his breath, “you can’t come in today. I
can’t have you…in here.” Without another word,
he closed the door. Allen looked on and watched
through the freshly cleaned glass windows to see
faces curl up in relief as Anthony addressed the
store, most likely telling them that Allen wouldn’t
be coming in to ruin their morning.
Allen squatted on the sidewalk, defeated.
As he turned his head to rest on the ripped padding
of his brown sleeve, however, his spirit took flight
as he caught sight of something more precious
than coffee. The Arizona Green Tea with Ginseng

Allen had been homeless for four years.
Five years ago he’d lost much of his savings in the
economy’s downward spiral, and his struggling
career as an artist was unable to save him from
going under, losing his house, car, and eventually
everything else. Now here he was, standing at the
rotary, a cup in one hand, and a cardboard sign in
the other reading: “Out of work, need money for
food. PLEASE HELP”.
Drivers would step on the gas, sometimes
going almost seven miles over the speed limit,
hoping to catch the green light. When they
couldn’t, they cursed, slammed on the brakes, and
unapologetically groaned at having to stop next to
Allen, keeping their eyes fixed on the light so as to
avoid eye contact. In his past, when he was drunk
and resentful, Allen would have knocked on their
windows, practically shove his sign in their
privileged faces, and screamed for them to spare
even one penny. But that never got him any
charity, only resentment from people who did not
care about him.
Other times he tried to act kindly, hoping to
appeal to the pity of others. Unfortunately, this too
proved to be a failed attempt over the years. In

time, Allen learned a painful, but simple truth:
people did not care about him.
Now when attempting to gain money from
people, he just stood still, cup in blistered hand. At
first glance he looked almost like a spray-painted
statue, hoping to see a generous hand beckon him
toward their car, where he might receive a kind
donation from a stranger. For four hours he stood,
his legs tense, his sign crinkled, his cup empty.
It was 12:30 PM – Allen collected himself
and walked to the soup kitchen: a stark-white room
in the basement of a small brick building, usually
crowded with dozens of desperate faces rushing in
line. There was a thick smell of Lemon Pledge that
embraced the crowd. About ten or twelve
volunteers with white aprons served food to them
all, blank smiles on their faces. They were used to
the environment, used to the despotism of the
room. They were used to Allen Teixeira.
Allen, too, had grown used to the room, its
workers, and the simple but helpful food he
received. He came in at the same time every day
when he couldn’t earn money from the rotary, and
per usual, never said a word. Never a “Thank you”
or a “hello” came between his beard-matted lips
for anyone in that room. They only parted to allow
the intake of food and water. Today, though, there
was a young woman working that Allen had never
seen before.
“Hello there, sir!” she said with resonating
enthusiasm. Allen stared blankly at her. Unlike
usual meekness in the room, her enthusiasm
seemed too big to contain.
She chuckled and prepared Allen’s bowl.
While she did, Allen looked at the large name tag
on her apron: Hello, my name is Nancy. The woman
handed Allen his soup with a rehearsed “Take care
sir, and best of luck to you!” Allen shuffled to a
table. One of the older volunteers, Francis,
witnessed the entire exchange and approached
Nancy.
From his seat one table across from the
line, Allen heard the two women talking. He had
grown used to workers like Francis: people who
acted more like machines than people. She would

scoop food onto the plate and hand it to the
hungry, desperate hands before her. She neither
expressed emotion nor spoke her thoughts. The
younger one, Nancy, was the first person in a year
that had tried to speak with him.
“Don’t take it personal, honey.” Francis said
patting Nancy on the back. “Allen ain’t a talker.
You’ll see a lot like him.”
“Well, he probably just doesn’t like new
faces, maybe,” Nancy said. “After he gets to know
me…”
“Look,” Francis interrupted. Allen looked
up to see the first sign of emotion in the old
woman’s face: disappointment. “None of these
guys wanna get to know ya,” the old woman
continued, “They wanna eat and get back to their
miserable lives. Allen over there, he’s just like all
the others.” Francis went back to work, but as Allen
kept slurping his lukewarm soup, he could feel
Nancy’s eyes staring at him, transfixed as if she saw
Allen as something valuable. After eating, he got up
and headed straight for the door. Before he left
though, he looked back toward Nancy, realizing for
the first time that the brightness of her green eyes
seemed to glow against the whiteness of the walls.
Allen nodded at the woman and left.
It was 3:30 PM – the sound of hammers on
steel echoed throughout the stale, dry air.
Construction workers drilled bolts into high flying
girders, sparks singing the dust in the air. Allen
tiptoed into the yard toward a box on the ground,
unnoticed by the busy workers. He looked in
quickly and, to his great delight, saw that it was full
of rusty nails, most likely to be thrown away. Allen
reached in and grabbed two of them.
“Hey! What are you doing?!” came a
scream from the foreman. Allen looked up to see
the short, round man pacing himself toward him.
Acting almost on instinct, Allen turned on the worn
heel of his boot and sprinted around the corner,
coming around too fast to avoid crashing into one
of the tall, muscular workers.
As Allen fell to the ground, so did the man
and the sandwich he was holding. It fell with a flop,
a tomato slice flapping out between the bread. The

worker got up immediately and looked down on
Allen with anger.
“You asshole!” Greg picked the sandwich up
off the ground, only touching the half that was still
coated by the clear plastic wrap. “Look what you
did! It’s useless now!” Greg threw the sandwich
back the ground and raised his light tan boot, ready
to obliterate his wasted meal. Still lying on the
sidewalk, Allen lunged forward, blistered hands
outstretched. He knocked the food out of harm’s
way, sacrificing his bony wrists to the merciless
man’s stomping hoof.
“Greg, get off him,” screamed the foreman,
who rushed onto the scene and pulled Greg off of
Allen. The foreman tried to help Allen to his feet,
taking care not to grab him by his injured wrists,
but the homeless man paid him no mind. Instead
he continued forward till he had clasped the
sandwich and looked it over, ensuring it had not
suffered the blast radius of the worker’s boot.
“Pathetic,” the man spat at Allen. The
foreman shot Greg a look of annoyance.
“Leave him alone,” came a shout from
further down the street. The three looked to see a
woman running up the street. Allen recognized her
as Nancy, the soup kitchen worker. She stopped
and stood between Allen and the two construction
workers. “What the hell is wrong with you?”
“This bum attacked me!” screamed Greg.
“It was an accident! You didn’t have to
stomp on his hands!” she yelled back.
“That was an accident, too!” interrupted
the foreman.
The three began yelling at each other
continuously as Allen quietly slipped away. He
wasn’t interested in remaining in that place for a
moment longer, not when he carried such valued
items.
It was 8:47 PM – the sun was setting and
the wind had grown cold. Allen walked uphill
through the darkness toward the Boruta & Son Co.
Factory Building, the city’s number four trucking
and shipping company. Business had grown slow in
the last six years, and the company had been

forced to downsize. The resulting cut-backs
included the abandonment of the small storage
building in the back of the factory. It rested on the
lowest part of the tall hill that was Pleasant St., the
last road in Acushnet before crossing into the
neighboring city’s limits. For the last three years,
Allen had been secretly calling this place his home.
As long as he entered after everyone had gone
home, no one was the wiser.
Allen walked along the outline of the
factory, which had shut down for the night. He
finally reached the door of the storage building. He
went inside and turned on the lights, which fizzed
and chirped as they sparked on and slowly grew
brighter. Allen had taken care to board the
windows with cardboard, so that light, and what it
illuminated, was his and his alone.
The walls were wallpapered with crushed
soda cans. Allen had traced the wall’s border with
red Coca Cola cans, created a sea of blue Pepsi
Cans, fish of orange and purple Fanta, birds of grey
Barqs, grass out of Sprite, Sierra Mist and Ginger
Ale, and people of all different colors and brands.
In the middle, he had crafted the image of himself
as he looked thirteen years ago. His body was
made up of different Arizona cans, with only one
leg: an Arizona Green Tea with Ginseng and Honey.
Next to it was an empty spot for another leg, the
only empty spot on the entire wall.
Allen moved to the small round table and
unpacked his bag, his wrists finally starting to feel
better. On the floor he put his sleeping bag, several
bungee cords, his crinkled sign, tin cup, a ripped
wool hat, scarf, gloves, mittens, a crank
radio/flashlight, a pocket knife, and the rusty nails.
Allen reached back into the bag and pulled
out the sandwich. It was a roast beef sandwich
with tomatoes, lettuce, and jalapenos on wheat
bread. Carefully, he turned it in his hands. The
bread was only slightly dirty on one side. Allen
thought back to the brute that’d almost seized it,
and he shuttered.
Placing it down on its own plastic coat,
Allen reached back and pulled out the final item:
The ninety-nine cent Arizona Green Tea with
Ginseng and Honey. He caressed the can with great

care, tracing the lines of the branch-pattern with
his withered finger, smoothing the dirt off of the
turquoise body. He read it’s label ten times, smiling
each time he noticed “Honey” was highlighted in
gold.
He sat down and took a bite out of the
sandwich, slowly savoring each morsel, swallowing
it and sitting silently, allowing the aftertaste to
entertain his taste buds for just a few more
moments. Then he opened the Arizona. An echoing
crisp came from its lid as it opened, yet no swift,
silver mist swayed out of the top, showing Allen
that he had found it after much shaking and hitting.
“How could they do this to you?” Allen
asked the Arizona, touching its dents and rubbing
the scrape on its side. He grasped the can in both
hands, and drank. The magnificence of the taste
was indescribable to him. With each bite Allen
took, he treated himself to another sip. He
continued in what he perceived as a five-star
dinner. There was him, the food and drink at his
table, and before him, the mural he’d worked for
three years to construct. Staring into his recycled
fresco, he became overwhelmed.
“You’re almost there.”
After finishing his meal, Allen pulled out a
small rock he’d been using to prop up the table. On
the hard concrete floor, he laid the can down, and
using the rock as gently yet forcefully as he could,
he flattened the Arizona can. The work brought
back some of the pain in his wrists, but Allen paid
them no mind. By the time he had finished, the
dents and scrape were indiscernible. He picked it
up, took the rusty nails, and waltzed toward his
canvas of cans. Using his rock once more, he fixed
his treasure into the one empty spot: making it the
leg of his own image.
Allen Teixeira stood back to wrap himself in
the moment. His masterpiece was finally complete,
a collection of treasured friends, allies, and saviors
that made him truly feel at home. He placed his
hand upon its newest arrival, a tear forming in his
usually dry eyes.
“You were never useless.” ⃝

Mother Kusters Goes to Heaven
Drew Pisarra

Right around the corner
from the Coney Island Freak Show
there’s a ride they call The Slingshot
or The Dislodged Eye of God.
It’s a fairly simple construct
just a cage-like orb of metal
that’s flung upward by two coils,
thrown against reason, into the sky.
Sitting in the cage when airborne,
you feel weightless and religious,
as you slowly spin like a mini-planet
stuck inside Earth’s atmosphere.
Down below you, Life continues.
People look like board game pieces:
Everyone looks small and unmoving,
significant and yet replaceable, too.
This perspective lasts ten seconds.
Wisdom can’t outlast this moment.
Aha to all-knowing, aha to all-seeing,
aha to the panic resembling joy.
Free from death and your own story,
you’re now poised to see the world’s
curve,
the eternal’s ubiquity and the truth that
you’re far from who you think you are.
For an extra twenty dollars,
you can take home a slapdash video
or a much cheaper snapshot
of your ugly face -- disfigured by awe.

San Simeon
Isabelle Davis

you had only been to this place once but I knew it made an impression because when we
were sitting in your bedroom and you were high on morphine you told me about all the
seashells you found there.
you told me you wanted your favorite grandbaby to see that ocean and then you tried to
squeeze my hand but you didn’t have enough energy.
hopping off the plane at lax was less exciting than miley implied when I knew my aunt
mary had you in her carry on.
tiny particles in a plastic bag like she wasn’t the queen of england and they don’t approve
of urns on airlines.
we spread you on the shoreline instead of taking a boat 50 miles out like we were
supposed to because that would have cost 200 dollars.
the kids scooped you up in little paper cups that I typically only used to rinse out my
mouth after brushing my teeth.
at one point my cousin started bawling and whipped his cup out into the ocean but the
wind pushed it back and whatever burned up part of you he had thrown whipped him in
the face.
my mom had enough tears to drown us all before we even hit the pacific.
she cradled you in her bare hands and let you go slowly.
after I built a castle of seashells and wondered what morphine did to your brain.

Lessons from Brazil
Erin Verdi

When I don’t know where I’m
going, I pick a random direction and
just commit to it. Usually there isn’t much
thought involved. I choose a particular path
because it feels right, or it’s nearby, or it’s shiny.
I embrace a brand of reckless spontaneity that
most people reject, drifting like sea glass along
the bottom of the ocean, rounding out all my
edges. I went to Brazil for a month for no
particular reason, and ended up halfway
contracting yellow fever, almost getting my
luggage stolen by monkeys, and having a
Frenchman propose to me. I embrace chaos
because it is too tiring to fight it. I create chaos
because at least that way I can pretend to have
some modicum of control.
My opportunity to embrace Brazil came
in the form of a university-sponsored trip. The
trip, run by the Campus Ministry department,
was focused around sending a dozen or so
wholesome Catholic students to World Youth
Day in Rio de Janiero. We would arrive about a
week before the World Youth Day festivities to
participate in the MAGIS program, a Jesuit-run
institution aimed at expanding Catholic
influence and providing service experiences and
cultural immersions for international youths. It
all sounded manageable. I was Catholic, after
all. And I could pretend to be wholesome.
I received the email three days before the
deadline for enrollment, made my decision
haphazardly and based largely on the low
admission fee and the promise I had made that I
would travel the world. What kind of coward
would I have been, if I had refused? I had to be
brave, I had to be daring. I had to be exactly as I
had imagined I would be in my youth, even
though it turned out that I wasn’t. So I sent the
email, I made the call. I hadn’t realized the
deadline was so eminent, and tried to say that I
would withdraw, that I didn’t want to cause any
problems. The Jesuit in charge of the program,
Matthew, refused my refusal. He said it was
God’s will. I don’t know if he was right.

I met Matthew at his office at 9:00 pm
on a Friday night, three hours before the
deadline to register for World Youth Day, and
sent all of the paperwork in just before
registration ended. It took a while for it all to
sink in, and I remember pacing through my
apartment, completely astounded at my own
spontaneity, at my own bravery, at my own
stupidity. But it was done. There were no more
decisions to be made; I was going to Brazil. In a
few months, I would be in South America. I
called my dad immediately because I was
terrified that I had written my own death
sentence.
The other students and alumni enrolled
in the trip met every week to prepare. I didn’t
know any of them, but was quickly introduced
and melded into the group. I was the very last
addition, the interloper. I didn’t seem to have
much in common with any of them. I was not as
pious as the alumni, not a frivolous or excitable
as the underclassmen. There was no place for
me among them, though they tried to include
me. There was a sadness in me that was not in
the others, a sense of cosmic betrayal that was a
rift between me and the God they praised. I
tried to keep the rift from showing, pulling at
both edges with my slippery hands, but I wasn’t
strong enough to keep both sides together.
When we were asked to reflect, or to read
passages from the Bible, or to mention what we
were thankful for, I remained silent. The world
didn’t shine for me as it shone for them. I felt
like a fraud. Like an enemy spy. These people
were bearing their souls to me, and I had no
soul to bear in return. In the back of my mind I
hoped the trip would reconcile me with God,
would repair the rift—either cauterize the
wound or take me back in time, before the
wound had formed. But even my earnest
yearning for healing was hollow.
As soon as the plane took off I realized
I’d made a mistake. Tears pooled in my eyes. I
was going to be separated from everyone I
cherished, unable to contact them by any means
other than my outdated international phone (no

full keyboard for texting) or the rare Internet
café. When I’d signed up for the trip the
promise of a Hemingway-esque adventure filled
with late nights, poorly spoken foreign
languages, and a constant flow of alcohol was
appealing. But things had changed. The idea no
longer had color for me. There were all of the
things Hemingway loved in Brazil, certainly. But
I was no longer Hemingway.
I kept telling myself I just had to get
through it. My first stop in Brazil was a city near
the coast called Salvador de Bahia. Salvador is
the third most populated city in Brazil, the
smallest I would be visiting, and all the
members of the MAGIS program were hosted by
a Jesuit high school. MAGIS, being an
international organization, involved youths
from all over the world. Thousands of them.
And these loud, excited, hormonal youths were
all stuffed into one common space. Things did
not go well. The first two nights I spent in Brazil
I cried myself to sleep. I was sleeping on a gym
floor crawling with ants the size of Doberman
puppies and sand and the smell of rubber,
freezing because it was pouring rain and there
are no doors in Brazil. I didn’t have a sleeping
bag, just a thin fleece blanket, and when I woke
up my body was bruised and the back of my
pillow was covered in crushed ants. It was not
good for morale. The cold, dirty shower I
endured later was also not good for morale, and
resulted in a sticky dampness that lasted the
entirety of my trip. To make matters worse the
food and juice were made with unfiltered water,
so everyone got sick. It made for very unsanitary
living conditions, with two thousand students
emptying their orifices at the same time. I stuck
to a diet of plain bread and alcohol.
Unfortunately the lack of water proved to be
very inconvenient for hangovers, and led to
several mornings of fumbling for partly crushed
juice-boxes with half-lidded eyes.
In efforts to preserve my own sanity, I
decided a shopping trip was in order. My plan
was to go to one of the shopping malls in Brazil
in order to buy an additional sleeping pad.
Because I had done virtually no research on the
trip, I was arguably the least prepared for our
lack of accommodations. It made me feel

orphaned, in a way, like I had abandoned myself
to hardship because I hadn’t cared enough. It
reminded me of every big event in my youth
that my mother hadn’t attended, like she
couldn’t be bothered, like I wasn’t important.
Up until that point I hadn’t thought of myself as
important at all. But things had changed. I
wasn’t important to myself, but I was important
to someone. I had to take care of myself, for the
sake of the people who loved me.
I asked the other members of my group if
someone would go with me, since we
technically were not allowed to leave the
campus and the probability that I would be
kidnapped or beheaded was fairly high. Salvador
is one of the poorer, more dangerous cities in
Brazil, so our chaperones were very insistent
that we stay within the school grounds. No one
wanted to go, pleading that they were too tired,
or had other plans. (Other plans? We were
practically prisoners). Since I had no
companion, I was not allowed to leave. But I
was never very good at following directions.
I stormed out of the high school before I
could change my mind, blazoning past the
security guards with an audacious salute and
taking to the streets. My sense of direction
barely exists, so there were a few moments of
wavering back and forth, mentally debating
which direction would be more likely to lead to
civilization, and less likely to lead to a horrible
death in an alleyway. I also realized suddenly
that I didn’t know how to hail a cab in Brazil, or
even what the cabs looked like. All things I
would figure out, I was sure. I ended up
standing on one of the islands in the middle of
the street, watching cars pass by before I saw a
white car with the word “Taxi” written on the
side. It seemed legitimate enough. I held out my
hand, not daring to make a hand gesture in case
it turned into something offensive, and the car
promptly pulled over.
“Oi,” I said, and showed the cab driver
my phone with the address of the shopping mall
written on it. He nodded and drove off. “Como
vai voce?” I asked.
“Sou bom, bom,” he replied, “E voce?”
“Muito bom.”

“De onde você é? França?” he asked,
intrigued by my appearance. My curly hair, tan
skin, and green eyes perplexed almost everyone
I encountered abroad. No one thought I was
American. They thought I was French, or
Argentinean, or Greek.
“Eu sou dos Estados Unidos.”
“Sim? Você é brasileiro. Fala português
muito bem!” he exclaimed, wholly impressed
with my token phrases and my rushed
pronunciation. I had learned some Portuguese
phrases before arriving in Brazil, and a few more
from some Brazilians I met on my plane ride to
Salvador. My teacher had been equally
impressed with my minimal grasp of the
language. He’d called me “A Rainha de
Português” – the queen of Portuguese.
“Obrigada,” I said, encouraged if
disbelieving. “Fala inglês?”
“Yes I speak a little English,” the taxi
driver replied, though “a little” was being
modest. We managed to continue our small talk
seamlessly. I quickly came to realize that
everyone in Brazil was more educated when it
came to languages than I was, and that question
“fala ingles” would scarcely be replied with a
“não.”
When we reached my destination I
clumsily paid my fare, still unfamiliar with the
colorful bills sporting portraits of exotic
animals, and the coins that came in at least six
different shapes and sizes. Somehow I
maneuvered my way through the shopping mall
without attracting too much attention in my
bright green MAGIS shirt and my khaki shorts,
but even so the trip was less than successful.
Outdoor activities like camping or hiking were
not as popular in that particular region of Brazil
as they were in Seattle, and my choices of
additional bedding were limited to a giant,
queen-sized inflatable mattress or a yoga mat. I
chose the yoga mat, both because it was cheaper
and because it would be easier to carry when I
had to travel between cities. I paid for it
triumphantly, confusing the cashier, and
hastened to hail another cab before the high
school shut down for the night.
Once again I had overlooked a crucial
detail. I didn’t know where the high school was,

or what it was called, and had to text my dad for
the address. After a few moment of nervous
waiting he did, along with a slew of concerned
questions. I had to confess. “I’m Indiana Jones!”
I told him, in an effort to comfort him while I
was risking my life and he was a continent away.
He was not amused, and made me promise to
stay with the group from then on. I mostly
obliged.
One night in Salvador I snuck out of the
high school to go drinking with a few Brazilians
I’d met. My Brazilian guides took me to a bar
that was literally the size of a closet, wedged in
between two equally closet-like buildings that I
think may have been houses, or else condemned
and empty. There wasn’t enough room in the
bar for all six of us, so the owner dragged a
plastic table and chairs into the middle of the
street so that we could sit. Cars passed by and
would have to hug the side of the road to avoid
us. There are virtually no traffic laws in Brazil,
and there were several times during my stay
there that I thought I would be the victim of
vehicular manslaughter. I’m not good at
crossing streets, either.
We sat in the middle of the street for
hours, trying to overcome language barriers and
drinking the traditional sweet Brazilian wine
and cachaca, an alcohol made from fermented
sugar cane. I befriended a middle-aged lesbian
schoolteacher who was something of an
anglophile, and drunkenly conversed about
love, marriage, dishonesty, healing. It was a rare
moment of near contentedness, acting as a thin
rift between me and my international despair. It
hurt me to talk about the people back home,
but somehow it was all I could talk about, and
all anyone wanted to hear. It made me miss
them all the more, and I was constantly
checking my phone for messages that would
remind me I hadn’t drifted too far to be
reached.
I learned many things from Brazil
throughout my trip. For example, getting drunk
before mass will make it more fun, but you will
have to work a lot harder to keep quiet, as
evidenced by the time my friends Aurelien,
Peter, and I drank far too much chachaca before
our obligatory nightly mass in downtown Sao

Paulo and had to spend the next hour having
our pictures taken by the mass-goers and
stifling laughter. Also, Portuguese and Spanish?
Not as similar as Americans would like to
believe. Cheese improves every dish, regardless
of whether it is an entrée or a dessert. Everyone
loves fried chicken, especially in enormous
quantities. Machismo can work in your favor if
you’re female and don’t want to do manual

labor. And if you’re on a Brazilian bus—don’t
be. There are no traffic laws in Brazil, and the
bus drivers are angry. Maybe I didn’t know what
I was doing when I decided to go to Brazil. But
life isn’t really about knowing, is it? It’s about
deciding. And whatever random direction I pick
and commit to is sure to lead me to a
destination that is all my own. So I should
embrace it. ⃝
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Outlaws of Tenth Avenue
Allison Thorpe

Something Wild My Way Came
Allison Thorpe

He scattered his revolution
Like bird seed
And I, a lonely wren,
Pecked and pecked
I jumped to his waiting hand
As we marched the cause
Braved police batons
And flew from tear gas
I ruffled with his protest
Stop the war
Save the whales
Ban the bomb
His frantic energy swallowed
Eased my smaller battles at home
Even in sleep
He had no quiet moments
I sang his troubled brow
Nuzzled the butter hair
Kissed the shrugging shoulder
Of that restless force
Before I met him
I was a flat tire
An empty cereal bowl
A forgotten Christmas tree
Wrapped in his arms
Amid the rant and swirl
I felt like feather, like bone,
In the eye of the storm

The bicycles were new
No time for lights or reflectors
As we terrorized sidewalks
Rutted the track around the old quarry
Dared down wrong way hill
Recycling air and miles
Until the dark found us
Blocks from home
And a police car siren
Enticed us to stop
Panicked we flew
Into an overgrown field
Bikes dumped quickly
Bodies flattened to earth
As the flashlights quivered
To find our hiding place
For what seemed like hours
But was possibly only minutes
We gulped dirty mouthfuls
Slurped wet grass
Rough stones stabbing stomachs
Thistles punishing our bare legs
We hobbled home, finally,
Unsure of our crime
But free and triumphant fugitives
The guilt we carried for months
Would have made our mothers proud

Into The Wood
K.C. Finn

A

t the fringe of a dark thicket, the cruel midday sun bares down through a suit of studded leather. Dead
heat courses down into your skin. You narrow your eyes to the garish sun, taking in a breath that rattles
your ribcage. With fists clenched in stiff leather gloves, you take your first steps into the wood.

Proud and steadfast, you step deeper into the wilderness, tough leather soles demolishing the families of fungi
underfoot; wearing down a path that proves you were there. The wood shows little mercy, enclosing you in a
darkening, silent mass.
Until you stop. A rustling. Your keen eyes scan the towering trees ahead, seeking the source. A bird. Plump and
dark-feathered, it see-saws on a spiny branch. You smile in childish remembrance, ready to press on towards the
mission ahead.
A few steps farther in sturdy boots, but something is still wrong. You turn back to the dark bird. A golden ring,
set deep into the side of its feathered head, watches you. Its scrawny, calloused talons inch along the branch; the
scraping sound echoes in your ears. You feel for the hilt of your sword, absurdly reassured to find it safely
harnessed. The watching eye widens, glittering through the darkening beams.
Turning away, you slowly release the breath you scarcely knew you were holding, and walk on into the darkness.
Warriors are not spooked by simple fowl, and what lies in the depth of this engulfing mass is sure to be far from
simple.
Shards break through the branches here and there, lighting your way with columns of sun. You teeter between
them, avoiding the harsh heat of summer. Sweat soaks your pale brow, trickling down to pool at the nape beneath
your studded helm. Every step brings a crack or a snap from the dead mulch underfoot. The trees close in around
you; the bright columns are fewer, farther between. Your young eyes widen in the growing dark, taking in the
passing wood as you speed on.
Snap, crack.
Snap, crack.
Snap, crack.
Snap, splash.
The intense cold of the stream filters into your boots, a searing refreshment to tired feet. At last. The stream leads
to the cave. The cave leads to the beast. You deftly pull the sword from its sheath, the weight of heavy metal
inspiring in your hand. It’s almost time.
Your pace increases as you tread the icy water, heavy armour slamming down on tired shoulders with every
footfall. But each thundering step brings you closer, every splash in the stream, every crash through the wood,
every clash of sword and shield. Every heavy breath spurs the next burst of adrenalin, feet rushing and racing as
fast as the water around them. The stream takes a sharp drop downhill into a darker mass of trees. A great leap
down over the rocks and you keep pace with the racing water once more, down into the darkest depths you’ve
witnessed thus far.
You skid to a halt, ankle-deep in the fast, freezing stream, chest heaving and rocking the steel plate over your
torso. You grip the hilt of the silver sword, its blade the only source of light, enhancing the meagre rays of sun
forcing their way through the canopy. The stream races on ahead, into a dark, gaping hole in the woods. The
energy rush long-faded, you feel a tremble at the base of your aching spine. Fear.
Feeling your way to the cave wall, you step with caution through the total dark. The reflections of the sword begin
to dim. With a shaky hand on the jagged rock-face to your side, you struggle to make out any shape in the blank

blackness ahead. For a moment you turn back upstream, filling your pupils with the faint light of the path home.
To return empty-handed...
No.
You press your back hard to the jagged wall, stepping sideways over rough rocks in the darkness, one shielded
arm held out before you, just in case. The scent of damp smoke filters into the air as your feet stumble over old
lanterns, now reduced to ash. When you crush them underfoot the echo seems everlasting, the sound bouncing
down deep into the cavern, returning in a whisper. Delicate steps in the dark. You can taste the damp with every
stunted breath. You wonder how long the cavern lasts, how far from home it will lead you, how ferocious the
demon is that lies at its end.
Journeying deeper into the endless tunnel, the wall evades your grasp, pulling sharply round a corner. Without a
grip you stumble onto rougher ground, knees landing on rocks sharp as glass. The sword clatters away, its echo
taunting you. Hot tears well beneath your eyes as you struggle to make out the shape of the weapon, crawling
forward across the painful terrain. You reach blindly with an aching hand, eyes to the ground, straining to find
your only hope of survival.
By some miracle your hand retrieves the unmistakable smoothness of the blade. You use the sturdy steel in place
of a crutch, pulling yourself back onto blistering feet. As you look up, wiping flecks of salt water from your
cheeks, a faint glow invites you. The tunnel’s end. Relieved, you press on with steps that burn every muscle,
never taking your eyes from the growing light ahead.
The clearing you emerge into is lush with greenery. Gone are the dark and endless beams of the creeping trees
that chased you to the tunnel. Gone are the echoes and shadows of the cave. An almost circular gap in the foliage
entices you, bright flowers enhanced by the warming sun. A bird sings somewhere nearby. You push gently past
the green vines and bright blooms that surround you, stepping into the sun-filled space. A pleasant breeze finds
your aching, burning bones, soothing them.
A sudden, loud CRACK sends your nerves into a frenzy, as from nowhere a huge, hairy beast lands in the clearing.
Teeth bared, its mouth is so wide you can scarcely see the grim visage surrounding it; a rotting, putrid stench
overloads your senses. The monster is upon you. One huge hairy limb knocks you to the ground, resting upon
your crumpling armour. The jaws bear down over your head as you writhe to escape the impossibly heavy grip.
You thrust your sword forward with little effect; the blade is far too small to pierce the heart of such a demon.
Trapped within its mighty grip, your eyes rise to the blue sky above. Somewhere not too far away, a voice calls
your name.
“Peter...”
The beast emits a growl amid its heavy panting, a second weighty limb landing squarely on your legs. The voice
comes again, this time louder, nearer.
“Peter!”
All at once you feel weightless, a great pressure lifting from your chest. A hand yanks you to your feet with little
remorse for your wounds. A flurry of fur catches the corner of your vision, but another sharp yank on your arm
turns you to face your savior.
“What have I told you about playing here?”
You look up into angry eyes, your plastic sword and shield dropping to the ground. The hairy beast comes to your
side, licking at one dirty hand, then trying for the other. She pulls you away.
“And you’re supposed to have given him a bath today. You’re both covered in God knows what and he smells
like he’s eaten a dead bird or something. Honestly Peter if I can’t trust you to take the dog for a simple walk round
the block, I...”

Led by her hand, you tune out all sound, walking contentedly home. You are battle-weary and weaponless, but
you made the journey, and you conquered the beast. A true hero. You walk with tiny steps, petting the beast as it
pounds along by your side. Passing the edge of the wood, you see a small, plump blackbird with a golden eye,
watching you. You smile a small, triumphant smile.
It’s all in a day’s adventure when you’re seven years old. ⃝
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move me like a movie
Marcel Feldmar

heatwave Arizona daydream
underneath
Seattle summer rain
and she’s like silver bullets wrapped in barbed wire
hanging around my throat
I choke on her dust and she just grins
like a loaded gun and I’m hit
slow motion Sam Peckinpah style
falling blood red sunset into fade out
and she’s gone
leaving gas stains on the highway
Chevy Malibu skidmarks like a Repo Man outtake
and I’m almost forgotten on the cutting room floor
but this ain’t no high school film fest flashback
it’s more like real life
y’know
but with alcohol
rain
and Arizona
because she drives me until I’m desert and I’m drifting
like Bourbon Street
spinning out
like I’m lost on Gun Street
licking the exit signs
like tattoo skin
until I’m bone dry and shaking
an empty bottle
you can smash on Chinese rocks
and I just want to dance to the sex beat
I want to move to the rhythms
sway through the astral plane
with this girl
she touches me like music
and sends me into the soundtracks
of the movies
that I move through
every day

Me and the Boys
Wendy Thornton

Many years ago, at the invitation of a
recently returned Marine vet named James, my
boyfriend, Rick, and I decided to hitchhike from
Gainesville, Florida to New Orleans for Mardi Gras.
In those pre-Katrina days, New Orleans was a
dream destination. We left straight from work on a
Friday, me, a 17-year-old college student, Rick my
jealous, live-in lover, and James who was older and
cooler, the calm to our storm. We stood on the side
of I10 waiting for rides, while a full moon cast
mournful shadows all around. James told us about
the war, about the terrible things he’d seen and
done. As he talked, my sense of dread became
palpable.
The people who gave us rides were strange.
We were used to hitch-hiking, but this trip, we
seemed to get all the weirdos in one fell swoop.
One girl wanted to give me a foot massage. One
man wanted to check my lifeline. On another ride,
a girl tried to get James to climb in the “way back”
with her for a little fun. We sat stoically in the
middle of multiple vans, trying not to make eye
contact with the strange characters who transported
us. Finally, outside Biloxi, we got a ride with a
group of neo-hippies who drove us to our
destination, fueling our adrenaline with strong pot
and rock and roll so loud conversation wasn’t
possible.
As we pulled into the Big Easy, we crackled
with excitement. My traveling companions had
decided that I should hold all the money in case we
got separated. We tried to find a hotel room, but
surprisingly – after all, this was only Mardis Gras,
the biggest party in the south – nothing was
available. That first night, feeling like fools for not
having made reservations, we slept on the banks of
the lower Mississippi, in a misty, fog-like soup,
with no sleeping bags, no blankets, no tent, plenty
of money but no place to go.
To protect and keep me warm, James
suggested that he and Rick sleep on either
side of me. “No way,” Rick said. “Keep
your hands off.”
“Grow up,” James snapped, the only time on
this trip so far I’d heard him get irritable. “I’m not

“In those pre-Katrina days, New Orleans
was a dream destination. We left
straight from work on a Friday, me, a 17year-old college student, Rick my jealous,
live-in lover, and James who was older
and cooler, the calm to our storm.”
going to touch your girlfriend.” James pointed out
that at 120 pounds and with flimsy clothes (hey –
what else would you wear to New Orleans in
February but a tank top and blue jeans? Duh!), I
could freeze to death by morning.
Along with hundreds of others, we spent the
night huddled in small clumps on the edge of the
river. Every few hours, policemen came through
and poked us with nightsticks, making us move to
another section of the riverbank. In the early
morning before dawn, we woke to sounds of
screaming and a crowd rushed past. James leaned
over and whispered, “If we get separated, get your
ass on a bus and go home. Take the money and
go.” I nodded in the darkness.
That morning we trudged from place to
place trying to find a room, but no luck. We
stopped in a few bars on Bourbon Street and I got a
taste of what life was like for those who made their
living on the edge of the world. Imagine dancing
topless for a bunch of hung-over drunks at 10
o’clock in the morning? When James refused to tip
one of the girls who draped her naked body over his
lap, she brained him with her drink tray! He just
shrugged. “I’m still not going to tip you,” he said.
The day dragged on. Everywhere the party
was in full swing. People staggered, drunk,
screaming, laughing. On the streets, people
marched around with saxophones, trumpets and
harmonicas, playing for the crowds. On every
corner someone strummed guitar and sang. And of
course, the blues in the bars perfectly suited my
increasingly gloomy mood.
As night fell, I started to panic. The wind
picked up and so did the mist from the river. We’d
tried every hotel within walking distance and no one

had a single available room. Though I was ashamed
to be such a wimp, I couldn’t stand the thought of
another night outdoors. I cried, “I can’t sleep on
the ground again.”
Someone in the crowd overheard and said,
“There’s an old church just off St. Anne’s. They’ll
let you sleep on the floor.” We started walking
through the back alleys off Bourbon Street, trying to
find an old white church. Sunlight faded from the
sky and the glare of fluorescent lights diminished as
we retreated from the hub of New Orleans’
nightlife.
On a side street, we saw two men standing
in front of the metal door of a car repair shop. The
men didn’t notice us. Suddenly, the taller of the
two, a dark figure wearing a porkpie hat, lunged at
his companion, pinning him to the door. We saw a
flash of silver and realized that the dark man had
drawn a knife and was holding it to the other man’s
throat.
I knew even before they turned towards the
violence that Rick and James were fundamentally
incapable of ignoring the scene, of pretending it
didn’t impact them. I stood back, terrified, as they
approached the attacker and his captive.
James crouched down, and Rick did his best
Clint Eastwood imitation – shoulders tall, mouth
firm, eyes narrowed. James barked, “Put the knife
down, Dude.” The guy turned to him, waving his
weapon. The captive, afraid to move, hung like a
doll pinned to the door. “You boys come on,” the
knife-holder demanded. “Just come on over here.”
Rick barked, “Hey, stupid, it’s three against
one.”
“I got a knife,” dark one said.
James sighed, then exploded with anger.
“Man, you know what?” he yelled, “I’m fucking
cold and tired and I haven’t slept in a bed in two
days and I’m in a really, really pissy mood. So
you’ve got a choice here. You can either stick
around and let me take out my anger on you, or you
can get the fuck gone.”
The dark man looked at the skull and
crossbones and the USMC tattooed on James’ arm,
then at Rick’s wildly glittering eyes. “Sempi fi,
motherfucker,” he hissed, and ran off. The captive
sank to his knees, effusive in his relief. He walked
us to the church we were looking for.

Inside, we were greeted by a charming,
choir-boy type, with long blonde hair and a sincere
smile. “Women over there, men over there,” the bot
instructed, waving his thumbs in two different
directions.
“Wait a minute,” I objected. “I’m not
leaving them.”
“Have to. Women that way.” He pointed
down the hall.
“No way,” I said, “I’m not sleeping by
myself.”
“Well, we can’t have you fucking on the
floor.”
So, yes, I lost it. I shrieked, “What is wrong
with you? This is a church, for God’s sake. How
dare you say that to me!” The choir boy stared at
me in surprise, then said nonchalantly, “Okay, fine,
sleep over there in the hall by the water fountain.”
Oh, the guys were really grateful to me for
keeping us all together, let me tell you. They
mentioned this often as we huddled on the floor
beneath the water fountain, while parades of people
came through, splashing water on us, gurgling,
drooling, and laughing as they climbed over our
inert bodies in the dark church hallway.
The next day was a little better. We heard
more fantastic music, had some great food, and
found classier bars where no one draped their naked
bodies over my escorts. But we were ready to go
home. Do not ask me why, with a bra full of cash, I
didn’t suggest we take a bus, or maybe even a jet,
back to Gainesville. Who thought hitch-hiking was
a great way to get around the country? Jack
Kerouac’s tales of traveling by thumb had
infiltrated our little pot-fuddled brains and we never
thought to travel another way. But jeez, mostly
Jack drove!
By the time we got back to Gainesville, we
were so tired we could barely move. We trudged
off Interstate 75, up the on ramp, planning to call a
taxi to take us the last leg of the journey. Suddenly
a couple of police cars pulled up, lights on, sirens
roaring. Four officers jumped out with their guns
drawn, and yelled, “Put your hands on the car,
now.” Confused, I put my palms down on the
police cruiser. James and Rick had obviously been
through this drill before. They prostrated
themselves on the hood of the car. One police

officer picked up his radio and called something in.
As he stood by his vehicle, radio in hand, I burst
into tears. “I want to go home,” I cried.
“Shut up,” the cop closest to me said.
“Don’t talk to me like that!”
“Kid, do you want me to cuff you now?”
“We didn’t do anything wrong!”
“Shut up, I said!”
But I couldn’t. I couldn’t stand it anymore.
I was within walking distance of my house and by
God, I was going home. Enough of this craziness.
“Arrest me then,” I snapped, and started walking up
the ramp again.
The policeman who had been on the phone
came back to the group and called to me, “Wait,
hang on. Hey, listen – ” I stopped. And he
apologized! It seems that originally we were
stopped because two men and a woman had just
robbed a convenience store nearby. However, the
two men had short hair and were clean cut, and the
woman was a brunette. Freed by my blonde hair!
The rude policeman offered us a ride home.
To my horror, Rick and James agreed. “Hey, he’s
trying to be nice,” Rick said.
“Too late,” I answered, but at their
insistence I let the policeman drive us home. I even
felt kind of calm, sitting in that police car.
Rick and I broke up soon after. I was glad
to be freed from his jealousy and possessiveness.
But I did miss his adventurous spirit. Nobody else I
knew seemed willing to stick out a thumb and take
off across the country on a whim.
Still, initially after our breakup, I hovered around
my new apartment, enjoying the comfort of walls,
windows, safety. I went through the place touching
my possessions. I took obsessively long showers
and changed my clothes frequently.
After a while though, I remembered the trip
with fondness. The craziness began to fade and I
recalled only the music, the excitement of turning a
corner and finding a street band, the joy of horns
blasting through the night air, highlighting the
laughter. I still remember the beauty of those street
corner musicians. One of these days, I’ll go again –
but this time with a GPS, a rental car and a
reservation! ⃝

In the Aether
J. Brook Bennett

I swim the Ring of Fire—
From snowy peaks
I seek
black volcanic sand.
It’s still warm from the day
as I undress & bury myself
to the neck.
I orchestrate
tectonic shifts with my toes
& return the continents
to Pangaea.
Here I lie, in control of all.
I sing the moon to sleep.
It swims in my voice
as I call in the tide,
turn into mud
& let the currents carry
me down & deep
into Earth’s core
where I am molten
& reborn—

What’s In a Name?
Ryane Nicole Grandados

“Abbiamo iniziato la nostra
discesa in Roma Italia.” We
have now begun our descent
into Rome, Italy were the words
I was able to make out between
the hum of the engine and the
popping of my ears accentuating
our descent downward. From
there I would be traveling to
Erice, Sicily and I was
journeying there with a mere
seven Italian words at my
disposal. I had seven words for
seven days, yet my stay was
remarkably incident free.
Getting to Italy, however, turned
out to be the real adventure. I
think my ill-fated adoration for
romantic comedies was the
initial culprit--that and the
passport application process.
These two things bring me to
my travelogue tale and it’s a tale
sans the blog on must visit
Italian cafe’s or must see
Sicilian sights. Instead, it
endeavors to lay bare the lifechanging lesson that getting to
ones destination is often the
most memorable trip of all.
My love of the happily ever
after started with my mother’s
passed down partiality for
musicals. In a musical, breaking into song can solve all things. Whether “Bye Bye Birdie” or Danny and Sandy
in “Grease,” when given the choice between addressing a problem or singing about it, the obvious choice is to
sing. From there the brainwashing begins. Musicals, by way of their very construct, are manipulative.
Everything sounds better when you sing about it. Try it: pretend you are the CEO of a major energy company.
You are suddenly tasked with the responsibility of laying off a large amount of your staff, which is really only a
preemptive strike to the fact that your company is poised for bankruptcy. With musicals as your means of
delivery you can repeatedly belt out: “You’re Fired!” to the backdrop of a flash mob dance ensemble.
Assuredly, people will be so impressed by your cadence and whimsy that they will momentarily forget you've
ruined their life.
It is in this same formula that romantic comedies are born. One of the staples in a ROMCOM is the
etched in your mind love song. When the awkward but charming woman bumps into the handsome and equally
charming man, the orchestra is cued and the soundtrack set up begins. The actors are no longer the ones cast in
the film. Instead, that awkward but charming female moviegoer becomes the leading lady and what better place
to have my last first date, but the overly romanticized locale of Italy.

Having already filled out the passport application, I immediately fell into line with other would be world
travelers. It’s been said that when you travel you can be bitten by a metaphorical travel bug that ignites a desire
to see even more of the world. Whether a sign or a figurative symbol of my pending journey, as I stood in line
behind a loud sighing, cell phone engrossed Los Angelino women, I noticed a spider crawling on her open stitch
short sleeve cardigan. The spider likely crawled out from the untilled ivy growing every which way outside the
post office, yet somehow it had made it’s way to the back of her sweater. This travel bug must have caught me
eyeing him, for he abruptly stopped near the curve of his carrier’s shoulder blade, turned and stared directly at
me. With courage as my new mantra, I contemplated how to deal with my fear of spiders, my Buddhist friend’s
concern that I feel justified in murdering all spiders on sight, and this women who would likely take offense to
me taking my brief and smacking her as hard as I can in her back. I opted for a compromise. There was no
interrupting her blah blah blah, loud enough for all to hear phone conversation, so instead I thought maybe I
could scoop the spider with the edge of my passport application, shoo it to the grown and then stomp on it with
my recently re-heeled Bandalino boots. There was a tinge of excitement in this stealth operation of removing a
spider from a thankless woman’s sweater. With the perforated corner of my passport paperwork I steadied my
hand and leaned forward. In a simultaneous, yet seemingly intentional maneuver the woman flung her hair off
her shoulder and hurled the spider to the ground. She was adjusting the merger between her phone and ear to
find the perfect position for what I now ascertained to be a completely inappropriate conversation. Expletives
paired with details about last night’s sexcapade gone wrong made me suddenly feel relieved for the spider. He
was merely doing what travel bugs do and who was I to rob him of that?
As the spider scurried away an equally hurried man stepped in line behind me. I was intently watching
whom the spider would choose next when the man mumbled, “How long have you been waiting?”
“I’m sorry, what?” I replied.
“How---Long---Have---You---Been---Waiting?”
He spoke to me as if I was hard of hearing and before I could decide which level of disdain I would
employ in my response, he stepped back out of line and called over to a postal service employee restocking
shipping boxes. Unsure of which direction to move in, he stood in between the line and the postal worker while
brashly demanding a time frame for the passport process.
“I need to know how long this entire thing will take.”
“Sir you need to get back in line” was the only retort elicited from the postman. At least three times, and
often without even looking up from his task, “sir you need to get back in line” was repeated without pause. The
broken record was finally scratched when complete idiocy prevailed. In frustration the impatient man
exclaimed, “I need to know how long because I left my baby in the car.”
The inner thoughts of all in earshot seemed written on everyone’s faces. Did he just admit in a federal
building that he had left his child in a car while coming inside to apply for a passport? The shock of this reveal
was matched only by the continued disinterest of his now USPS arch nemesis. With the same unaffected tone
the postal worker replied, “well that would be illegal and stupid, so maybe you should come back another time.”
If this were a sporting event the crowd would have gone wild. As the man stormed out of the post office
a mixture of clapping and light cheering ensued. There was a palpable sense of camaraderie in the air. The
illegal and stupid versus all the rest of us. I was on team “us” when the Passport Princess called my name.
My reasons for calling her the Passport Princess will be revealed later on in my travel accounts, but for
now it is worth mentioning that this is the moment in my travelogue where I was edified with two key
principles.
Principle #1: Who you are is more than just your given name.
It turns out that birth certificates are taken pretty seriously in post 9/11 America. However, In 1978,
when I was born, you could write down, alter, change your mind or your kid’s name with the mere approval of
family and friends. Doing so without an affidavit or formal name change was probably ill advised, but then
again so are platform shoes, yet people still wore them in the seventies. Needless to say, two days or weeks or
maybe months after the ink had dried on my birth certificate my mom decided she wanted to add an “e” to my
given name Ryan. In the late 70’s, choosing a unisex Irish name for your African American child was already a
breach of status quo and it seems the revolution my mom was waging couldn’t compete with the now pink
onesie adorning daughter she had birthed. With that I went from Ryan without an “e” to Ryane with presumably

a more feminine vowel at the end. All in all it just served to confuse people, and I was the only three-year old in
preschool endeavoring to explain that my name is Ryane but the “e” is silent. Pairing that with a more
traditional middle name of Nicole and my biological father’s last name Potts left me name predicament free for
seven years. On the 8th year my mother married my stepfather and on the ninth year my sister was born. We’re
now in the hot pink happiness, Madonna before Kabala, Michael Jackson when bad was good, My Addidas
meets Walk this Way eighties, but one thing hadn’t changed: you could still revise your child’s name on school
paperwork with no formal adoption needed. At age nine I inherited by stepfather’s last name of Jones and
having no real connection to either paternal heir I moved ahead, same as before, Ryane “the ‘e’ is silent Nicole”
with the optional last name.
I can fast forward through bulks of my childhood for there are no real juicy details to share. I survived
the nineties relatively unscathed, besides being stricken with the ROMCOM Cinderella syndrome, and in the
new millennium I did as the movies do and married my college sweetheart. Needless to say, the marriage was
shorter than a poorly made sequel. I thought I had finally found a last name for my seemingly hangman identity.
Like the fill in the blank game fittingly featured in the 1978 Speak & Spell word series, suddenly what’s in a
name became more than just letters of the alphabet. As a then 27 year-old divorcee and a now 32 year-old
passport petitioner, I learned that a name houses a multitude of things.
Principle #2: The journey begins well before the trip.
Because I had forgotten principle #1, I was blindsided by the onslaught of questions fired at me by the
Passport Princess. The real problem arose when I had the eager audacity to ask her how much the passport
picture would cost.
“Slow down there. We haven’t even gotten to that part” was her terse response.
Trying to lessen the new development of wrinkle lines on my forehead, I opted for humility mixed with
a tinge of sympathy. I felt slightly bad for her when I noted on her badge that her name was Princess. While
cute as a child, this is certainly not a name that can carry one into adulthood. Having struggled to embrace my
own name, I felt a kindred connection, which was immediately obliterated by her betrayal.
“Yeah…so…you’re not going to be getting your passport approved today.”
The Ex-in excuse me was all I could mutter before she cut me off and continued on.
“None of your names match. It’s like you’re five different people.”
While we all have a few alter egos hiding in our inner psyches, I was certainly just one person and still
could not formulate a coherent reply before her inquiry resumed.
“Your first name on your birth record says R-y-a-n, but with no “e.” Then your last name says Potts. On
the other hand, your other verifying documents say Jones and then your license says Harris but your social
security says Jones again. You also keep writing your name wrong on everything by adding an e to the end of
it.”
If not for the fact that Ashton Kutcher hadn’t been doing the show Punked for a few seasons, I would be
certain this was another made for TV moment in my life. I looked around for friends and family to jump out
yelling Gotcha. Or Ciao. What a creative send-off for my first European trip. Maybe John Quinones from that
show “What Would You do?” would also emerge with a camera crew and microphone excited to hear my
comments. Either scenario, I was certain this had to be scripted. Was a woman named Princess truly chastising
me for the pitfalls of my name?
“Next. Next in line.”
Her nonchalant dismissal of my passport predicament snapped me into action.
“ Princess. Do you mind if I call you Princess?
“Actually---”
“Great, Princess so as you have fittingly pointed out my life can be likened to one big name game.” In
my mind I could hear a soulful Shirley Ellis singing Ryane Ryane Bo-Byane Banana fanna fo-fyane fee fy…but
the nostalgia quickly waned as the Passport Princess didn’t find the humor in my metaphor.
“You need to fill out this affidavit explaining your different names. Bring whatever you can find.
Marriage papers, school records and then get one of your parents to sign this explaining why there were so
many changes along the way.”

“So I’m 32 and I need my mommy or daddy to vouch for my passport? And which father might I ask?
There is not enough space here to write my life story. This has to be a joke.”
“Next in line”
Suddenly I was no longer on team “us.” I was having visions of being escorted out by the postal police
for snatching Princess’ name badge off and dethroning her from reign.
And then there were the weeks that followed. Without passport or plane ticket I took my own trip down
memory lane. Digging through files of retrospective hindsight, I found photos of my 1980’s fashion failings and
a tattered report card with my first A in AP English. It was in that class a teacher revealed to me the Anglicized
meaning behind my Old Irish name. Loosely defined, Ryan means “little king” or in my case of barely 5 feet
two inches I was dubbed little queen. A queen beats a princess any day and with newfound vigor I pieced
together the name game of my life. From the social security office to the county clerks, followed by two visits
to see my grade school nurse, chicken pox (check), braces (check), a diploma, college degree and a masters
thesis all combined to craft the human clay of my existence. Whether bent, pulled, torn apart and put back
together again what’s in a name is nothing more than characters turned to script and sound passed down by the
Greek alphabet. What’s behind the name, however, is the earthy material where our true humanity is formed.
I returned to the post office but it was the Passport Princess’ day off. As requested I came with a flip file
chronicling the molding clay of my various names and for good measure brought my mommy along with me.
The application was processed and four weeks later my U.S. passport booklet came in the mail. I had narrowed
my names down to three but needed none of them when I landed on Italian soil. For the first time I was not the
black girl with the Gaelic name and an identity wrapped in contradiction. Instead I was simply that funny
American girl with an even funnier accent. Lips spread liberally laughing loud, wide eyes taking in every
image, heart full and arms open. ⃝
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Le Chien Andalou
Kylie Kenner
their bodies beat like drums
the ground vibrates
the walls begin to shake
the young one flirts with Rhythm
he is coy and then assertive
he smiles, he teases
the old one rests his arms around
his sleek mistress and
plucks at her heartstrings
the flurry of color slows—transforms—
to a woman possessed: Beat
holds her hands and assaults her toes
snapping her fingers and
snapping her spine
her feet excite the storm
unbeknownst, the madness beneath
the bellows of fabric
the fire thriving.
the chaos grows
and grows
and grows
the rock and porcelain
above and below
heave and bend,
fighting an explosion at the seams—
and with nothing but
a stomp and a spurn arm—
SILENCE.

Tropical Thought
Alex L. Swartzentruber
Tropical Thought #1
The strong current of urine
jets out of the soft pink head.
I imagine the stream is made
of tiny translucent porpoises
or millions of ivory orca whales
brought to lyfe by Indonesian
sorcery. I’ve been thinking a lot
about the Caribbean lately.
Unrelated, yet somehow
related. Like all things.
Tropical Thought #2
The light above Little Doctor @Kurdus
casts devils shadows across the anglo
demonic face of the magical madman
wizard hero, Little Doctor @Kurdus.
The red shirt, with combination Chicago
Bulls and Bears “oh my” logo does not help
with the demon vibe much. I’m just glad
I’m only drinking margaritas and not melting
into a sweltering mescaline nighttime again.
Tropical Thought #3
I look close up
at lobes of leaves
on the veins close up
on translucent green cells.
A tiny ant looks
as big as a dog close up.
I look into its eyes
like, “How did I kill
so many of your ancestors
without even thinking
about it even for a second?”
Tropical Thought #4: NOLA
Stepped in horse shit
in a motion blurred Bourbon Street.
A tank topped kid at Essence Fest
really pointed it out a lot after
It had already happened.
Like he was doing me a favor,
but I knew he was making fun.
Oh well, my date was still the hottest
in the dank swamp night.
Tropical Thought #5:NOLA
Saw the silhouette
of a bat chasing a mallard
against the dusk horizon.
Both of them screaming
over some primal dispute.
Imagining now
vampire mallards. 

Dead Bird
Stephen Beckwith

There was a loud thump.
Brian shook his head. It took a moment for him to realize
where he was. He rolled down the driver’s side window
and leaned his head out hoping the fresh air would lead
to some revelation. Moist, fresh, morning air gradually
replaced the interior’s stale beer and cigarette smells.
But no revelations presented themselves.
The bird, a blackbird, or maybe a young crow, flopped
around on the ground outside the car door. The bird’s
right wing dragged in the dirt. Brian could see that the
wing was broken, and the bird’s head lolled to one side
at an unnatural angle.
Moving his own head hurt, almost as bad as the bird’s
must, he thought. With a great deal of deliberation Brian
opened the door and swung his legs out. Standing sent
lightning bolts up his neck, exploding into white flashes
behind his eyeballs.
Bending toward the bird only increased the pain. A
persistent throbbing set in and Brian could feel his heart
pumping against his eardrums.
The blackbird scudded away in the dirt and Brian
followed, hunched forward, arms outstretched, like a
child chasing grasshoppers. A minute of evasive
maneuvers and the bird stopped, it looked up at Brian
with utter hopelessness. Brian could see it in the bird’s
tiny black eyes. He knew the look all too well.
Brian picked up the bird, tottering forward as he stood
upright. He smoothed the bird’s wing down and coo’ed
reassuringly next to the bird’s beak. He put his index
finger on one side of the bird’s tiny skull and his thumb
on the other side. With one swift movement he snapped
the bird’s head all the way around.
The bird shuddered for a few seconds, and then went
limp in his hands. He laid the bird under a nearby tree,
away from the parking lot. Brian often wished that
someone could do that for him, like turning off a light
switch.

On his way back to the car he saw it, a long mop of light
brown hair stuck in the door behind the driver’s door. He
walked up and opened the old Mercury’s back door. A
woman’s body lay across the empty beer cans on the
back seat. Her head rolled off the seat and hung out the
door, long hair brushing the dusty parking lot in the light
morning breeze.
Staring at her, Brian could not will his brain to work—
nothing came, nothing. A car with a bad muffler roared
past on the highway above the parking lot. Like that first
lungful of crack, the world started to move again,
shifting and turning, saturated colors, sunlight on dewy
grass in shattered diamonds sparked and shimmered.
Brian looked up toward the highway.
He did not want to touch her, but he knew he had to
close the car door. Brian opened the other side and
tugged at her legs trying to pull her head back into the
car. The dead weight of her body would not budge.
Dead, Brian thought. He knelt on the front seat-- careful
not to lean back against the steering wheel and
inadvertently honk the horn-- and he lifted her head by
the hair until it was bent enough that he could grab at
the door and swing it shut. Her head flopped hard
against the car door.
His own head throbbed with every blink and his thoughts
came in jumbled, random tangles. He did not know her,
he was sure of that, or maybe he didn’t remember her.
He knew he could not sit here in this parking lot any
longer. The sun was nearly above the tree line. People
would begin to filter into the park soon. He might be
safer driving… carefully.
Coffee would help, Brian thought, but he couldn’t ask
his passenger to wait in the car while he ran in
somewhere. At the next dirt road Brian turned off the
highway. He drove past three farms, and then the road
dipped toward the river. He knew that this time of year
the river would be thick with trout fisherman. Hell, he
thought, it’s what he’d be doing right now if he hadn’t
started drinking again.
He turned from the township road onto a narrow fire
lane. The fire lane rose out of the river valley into
densely wooded land owned by the lumber company
that owned most of the village.

At the top of a ridge he pulled off where he could. He
lifted her by the shoulders and dragged her fifty yards or
more into the woods. He laid her beneath an old beech
tree and covered her with a pile of wet leaves. Her
summer print dress, attractive legs, and bare feet under
a rotting pile of soggy, dead leaves were somehow, Brian
thought, sadder than her death. He stumbled a few
yards deeper into the trees and began to throw up, his
entire chest heaving and convulsing uncontrollably, he
sunk to his knees, tannin staining his old khakis.
Brian trudged back to the car, avoiding the beech tree,
turned the car around and left the way he’d come. Six
miles down the highway he pulled into the parking lot of
an old roadhouse.
“Coffee and eggs?” The waitress asked.
“Just coffee.” What he really wanted was a drink, a
bottle, a case, anything to help him forget the raccoons
and wolverines that were, right now, sniffing around the
girl’s body.
He had to clear his mind, focus— Who was she? How did
she end up in his car? He had a horrifying thought, ‘I
wonder if they can get fingerprints off a dead body.’ He
looked at his hands, and then wrapped them around his
coffee mug.
Staring out the window of the roadhouse, Brian watched
cars and lumber trucks muddle along the old two-lane
blacktop. No one drove fast up here, the glacial paths
upon which the roads are based are steep, sharply
winding trails full of blind corners and hidden accesses.
And then, Brian muttered to himself, “There are the
deer”.
He needed to understand why, as much as how, this had
happened, who would do this. Even though Brian could
remember nothing beyond the first fifteen minutes at
the Big Buck after work last night, he was sure that he
had not killed anyone. Well, pretty sure.
The thought that kept creeping in around every scenario
his mind tried to play out was disturbing in its complete
lack of logic. He kept wondering if he should go back and
get her, do the right thing by this young woman. On the
other hand he could just go home and sleep it off, forget
it ever happened. As Brian sobered he began to think

that perhaps it hadn’t happened, that it was some kind
of DT hallucination.
His memory was so completely blank that it scared him.
He had always remembered bits and pieces. He began to
think, what if he had been with this woman. What if
people had seen him with her, would it all come to light,
would he ever remember? God, he felt like a drink, he
tried to convince himself that one drink and it would all
come back to him.
Two State troopers walked into the roadhouse, stood by
the door, and scanned the room.
Brian straightened in his chair, sober up, he told himself.
Bit by bit Brian’s brain began processing information for
the first time in eighteen hours. There really wasn’t any
blood in the car. What if she’d just passed out in his car
and asphyxiated. Hell, he realized, sticking her out in the
woods was probably a bigger crime than a woman
OD’ing in his back seat. Shit, he had to find her, he had
to look her over, see what she died of, if the coyotes and
the raccoons hadn’t gotten to her yet.
He slapped a five-dollar bill down on the table and
walked up to the troopers, “Excuse me.” He said and
they parted to let him out.
He drove back and forth up and down township roads
and lumber company fire lanes, for hours he drove.
Nothing looked familiar, not even remotely familiar.
By 10:00 that evening the sun was setting and Brian had
gone back to the park and retraced his steps three times.
He’d driven up and down every fire lane marked on his
county maps. At the top of four hills he’d stopped,
gotten out, and walked a hundred yards back into the
woods, no beech tree, no woman.
Brian stumbled into the Big Buck Bar around 11:00. He
ordered a double Manhattan and a Bud Light. Gazing
around the room he tried to put himself here last night.
Which table, which waitress, was Tony bartending, or

was Gerry? He remembered which table he was sitting
at, now it was occupied by a three hundred and fifty
pound woman in a brown Discount World T-shirt and
stretch pants three sizes too small that ended just below
her knees. A man was with her. He was dowel thin, with
a scant goatee and the worst mullet Brian had ever seen.
The thin man stood, and, looking right at Brian, shouted
across the barroom, “You lookin’ at my woman?”
Brian held up both hands, palms out, and turned on his
stool 180 degrees. The bartender, Tony, leaned over the
bar and said to Brian, “Last night you were drunk enough
to fight him for her.”
Brian looked over his shoulder at her hairy legs and
WalMart flip flops, and back at Tony. “Don’t ever let me
get that drunk again. By the way, did you happen to see
who I did leave with?”
“Just your hand, man.” Tony shrugged and ambled
further down the bar. He came back a minute later. “You
missed all the excitement, some Down-Stater left after
you, he came back in shouting that his girlfriend had
disappeared and that I had to call the cops. Troopers
came, took statements, you were lucky you got out
when you did.”
“Lucky.” Brian repeated. He took another sip of the
Manhattan, drained the beer, threw fifteen bucks on the
bar and left.
***
Sometime after midnight a lumber hauler pulled up
outside the Big Buck. The truck driver swaggered
through the front door followed by a young woman
walking lightly. Her bare feet were nearly black with dirt.
Her bare legs scratched, and scabbed with dried blood.
Her sundress was torn at the shoulder and a corner of
her white bra shown. Her hair was matted and dirty.
The woman leaned over the bar, “Did I leave my shoes
here last night?” She asked the bartender. ⃝

Observed, Recollected from beside a Vineyard
Keith Charles Dovoric
Here on the cobbled, heavily wickered terrace,
overlooking European squadrons of grapes,
soldiers squeezed into all manner of formidable delights, amid
the clatter of glasses met by tie-dyed patrons
and giddy, de facto sorority sisters on
weekend rekindlings heading off to lush B&Bs tended by English matrons petitioning for early breakfasts and
earlier twilights,
A wood-burning stove rattles and sparks on the periphery of the lanai
guarded by a mastiff of considerable stature yet apparently docile temperament;
even beside its vertices of smoke,
the air is autumn-scented and cogent with nostalgia.
Random conversation pops and chortles
in a milieu of damp merriment,
waves of unsure affirmation
made orderly by some oblique yuppie etiquette,
the swirling vines all posed in the background of various commemorative digital photography
as if designated by the furrows in the rolling fields
About now,
a local musician in a corduroy thrift-store hat
wanders back from a cigarette break
plugging an Ovation 12-string into a soundboard and redoubling with an original composition
mumbled in gruff, self-conscious Dave Matthews homage –
barely anyone acknowledges this verisimilitude, or the singer for that matter. The tune segues
to something vaguely Southern Rock
and one of the giddy Sorority Chicks snorts an inadvertent blast of Pinot Grigio
My companion and I
meet the somewhat-too-eager performance
with nods of head and grinning stares of fuzzy contemplation;
yet after six or seven tunes of likewise material
we exit
out across a parking lot of corroded mulch chips
where the hybrids crouch under
domes of well-burdened bike racks.

A Dirty Job on a Dark Night
Paul Taylor

I feel terribly alone sitting in my car, with
the inky black of a starless night making this more
than just another lonely country road. The silence is
so absolute I can feel it like a low vibration in my
bones. In more familiar circumstances I would
enjoy it. I would lose myself in deep thoughts, with
the quiet a comfortable backdrop. Now, though, I’m
not so sanguine. I feel a knot forming in my gut as I
worry about what might be out there, waiting for
me. I don’t want to be here, with this dirty job
suddenly thrust upon me out of the blue.
I find myself trying to recall one of the
many talks my mother gave me, years ago when I
knew everything. She talked about this. She was a
worrier with a vivid imagination and always tried to
impress upon me the many dangers ready to catch
me unawares in a seemingly harmless situation.
That younger me, confident and reckless, would
listen yet not hear her. Now, here, I wish I had.
I’m very aware that I am no longer that
brash kid. My confidence has been buried under
many layers of life lessons. I realize that I am like
my mother now, more so than I could have ever
imagined. Not a comfortable truth to admit to
myself, alone here on this dark road. Still, I don’t
have her imagination. That gift was not passed
down. As I sit and fret, my worries take on

nameless shapes.
Thinking the unknown is harder to face I try
harder to put a shape to my nervousness, willing
myself to channel mom. What could be hiding in
the shadows? I picture an unnamed, untamed beast
rushing at me from the surrounding forests. I
envision a speeding truck, driven by a local who has
used this road a million times. He never passes
anyone at this time of night and is barely paying
attention to the road as he flies around the curves.
Now I am getting into the swing of this. I almost
flinch as my stunted imagination conjures up a
crazy; a lawless vagabond with a big, ugly knife.
Yes, I can imagine some very good reasons why I
would not want to open my door and step out into
the night. I must though, if I want to go home. I
cannot leave this place until I do what needs to be
done.
I steel my nerves and tell myself I am ready,
then I step out. As I circle back to the trunk my
footsteps sound harsh on the dirt road, rattling my
nerves. I have never done this before but there is no
one else to do it and I must. This is not the kind of
thing that will fix itself. I fix my own problems. I
repeat this to myself like a mantra. I fix my own
problems. I open the trunk and slowly take out the
spare tire and crowbar. ⃝
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At The Gate Of Muwadi
From: The First Book of Muwadi

Victor David Sandiego

Naked my ritual life I reach the metropolis of crooked tracks
and tombstone walls. A door plate thwacks and I see your eyes at last,
Muwadi. Give me a bone to ease my leg; these streets are wider than my stride.
And a blanket please to soothe my raw and reddened skin.
Baptismal we sprinkled our freedom when I pulled sacrifice from your chest
and dropped its steel dripping on the thirsty earth
to plunge a child into this world, an offspring of my confession
to settle where my heart could scale the skies again.
These unhappy realms I carry in my sack: they’re tired of tears and inscriptions
of scarlet claws. Give me a cask of wine and I will sweeten their rivers.
Remember when we were boys, how we left our primitive toys
discounted on the ground, abandoned our primitive town of small ships
for a chance to wager on the larger Earth we prized and how we devoured
a continent of strangers?
And though we held the same love close, we parted on the western coast
when the south threw golden trumpet notes in my ears.
If not for our history of sharing, or the illumination of our faces in the pregnant
morning, then for those seeds we once spit upon the ground,
Muwadi. To think: many have sprouted berries, and to this day flourish –
in the beautifully wild throats of resplendent birds.

For Love of These Creeds
Victor David Sandiego
I. Train Ride
Rough train wall splinters my back countless km of cross ties clack feed my spine with punches cannot sit with
breath beard stench crushed crowd as narrow slit slat noon strong sun pushes its curse through cracks and not one
spoon of water from these eye clouds my witness cries of carrion crow.
Long list of days and fouled floor nights in straw jackets and pajama bundles ill dressed to journey breadth of our
Deutschland for union with secret pits and smokestack guards pass our families stinky thin cabbage sheets and a
taste of serious gas as we pick lice from our clothes and lay our wrinkled uncles down.
II. Arrival
Hear me I am Jew from my ancestry climbs Isaac girded and David smacks giants with stones in my book mother
has no face only black hair in her bewilderment as scavengers pick my eardrum for bread crumbs leave me deaf and
angered at my brethren who say it’s good for the homeland quit your belly ache our dear children slumber midnight
dead over steel rumble wheels of this transport box.
Hear me hear me hear me brother hear me hear me papa and all polite aunties who come to the funerals full of
accordion good life dance fun to paint our worries bright sky blue and enjoy sweet shrill whistles from the tea kettle
that we can rise up to our fear and riot.
III. Crossing The Desert
On a camel I am tied dried trails of vomit on his side as I lurch over dunes to a sea only fluted in our legends of a
woman on a rock reefed ship who persists in delirium my crime was blasphemy I am told before clubs and ropes and
money changed hands leave me gasp and ask my captors why I should suffer so for lending a leper hope I merely
spoke of cool juice and modest letters on a page to draw an illiterate picture of praise for an iron pot of watery soup
is feast in fire light of elephant tracks and African stars.
Hear me I am Moroccan and claim Mohammed as my own for the ultimate prize of ages shall leaven my courage to
the size of bags and shrink my apprehension to an olive pit as when I was deadly young a holy caravan suckled my
desire scrawling sand with long staffs the inverted name of their god for to worship only headfirst disfigures his
anger into bleats of foolish petty peace.
IV. Spread of Civilization
Hear me I am envoy from the Roman pope given to my man-christ as keeper of pearls to protect heathen souls from
carnal cheer as daybreak draws crispy shadows on heaps of quenched naked boys and street cobbles heat I bring
proof that my mission is grander than a dusty book of skewed truth announce it superior sublime even to perish
with your whip thorns and blood on my cross than gargle your pagan lust into a drunken gutter.
V. A Time Before Ships
Teach me to serve our sacred ways and swing from my solitude my people howled their demands and I bowed to
eating embers to seal my loyalty to my buffalo mother and oppose creatures who defile her I ride forth and issue
arrows at these foes of the Earth who rape her rivers and leave her stricken pull forests from her mountainous
breasts and leave her stumps spit poison into her skies and leave her moonlight eyes to weep infection.
VI. Voices In Trees
Hear me I am custodian of no compass point and even though I am not invited to speak of eccentric miracles from
where I rest on tombstones I continue to follow my own map a hundred days into the flood or enduring in barren
cities now rest my case and place my dreams into my rucksack that odd council of swamp gods can urge conversion
of another carcass don’t want my freedom fraught with torture or spicy with the passion of persecution cannot get
behind those nails they pound into your choices or the harshly hammered melody of their deliverance.
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Pretty Girls & People with Beards Should Not Have to Light Their Own Cigarettes
Moneta Goldsmith

Preamble
I didn’t want to grow it at first. It just happened.
Something in my biology said that it was winter and before I knew it bristles had loosed themselves in every direction,
spread like brush fire across the deepest recesses of my face as if on a mission to rediscover adolescence, as if there was
an actual brush fire on my face and my beard grew out just to get away from it.
That’s when I realized how much help a beard can be in terms of avoiding undesirable conversations, and it occurred to
me all at once that with a beard you can avoid all sorts of things. Things like undesirable job interviews, for example,
desirable job interviews, all kinds of job interviews, really. And it was only after realizing all this that the whole thing—
this study, my beard— well, everything just sort of took on a life of its own.
The Argument
Here are my central arguments:
1. That there is more interest in beards today than at any other point in human history.
2. That this interest may have complex ties not just to aggressively marketed fast food products and to big tobacco but
also to the writer Georges Perec, a writer of the French avant-garde who also had an avant-garde beard, the kind of beard
that is normally reserved for dictators and movies by people like Jim Jarmusch or Jean-Luc Godard.
3. That I am not alone.
Preliminary Findings & Observations
Here is my evidence:
1. Zach Galifianakis.
2. The portrait of Che Guevara. The one that has been ranked the single most circulated photograph in the world. Try to
visualize the young Che clean-shaven. This will trouble you.
3. Martin Fierro, the man not only responsible for all the works of Jorge Luis Borges and for the sudden increase in Yerba
Mate sales across Latin America, but also the man who single-handedly inspired the DIY beards, the pastoral, the rugged,
the shabby chic (obliquely), and most other beards in South America cultivated roughly between the years 1925 and
1987—which was also the year of the Dirty War and the famous military crack-down against liberals who exemplified
(quote-unquote) excessively heavy scruff and other questionable facial conduct.
Question: Where would each of these legendary outlaws be without their beards?
Answer: In the pampas with a cold face.
4. There are many examples of non-Argentine beards as well.
My all-time favorite beard is the beard of Georges Perec, the French writer whose beard resembles a pile of wrinkly
pretzels that are loosely and miraculously linked together on his face almost by magic, which is all very appropriate and
weirdly convenient because the name ‘Perec’ also happens to be the French word for pretzel…I think. In any case, Perec
is one of those rare eccentrics for whom cranial hair actually passes for a beard as well, so that his beard is really twofold
and travels in both directions like a lava lamp filled with stringy hair or with actual pretzels, even.

5. One nice thing about having a beard is that when you go outside the raccoons don’t turn to run away when you walk
past. In fact, the raccoons hardly notice you at all, as if you were no more than a shadow or your beard were some type of
mask or you were trailed by a stench that was no different at all from the rubbish they happened to be frolicking in.
6. Sometimes you can read a book of poems and even though there is no author picture on the back cover or anything, you
know the author has a beard. You just get that feeling. It’s the same way with those authors who have jobs, you just feel it
on the page that this is the case, and so you go home and think about the way a skyline might look in the city if you were
on your way home from the office, which is what good art is supposed to do I guess—make you wonder about things that
you see every day until you’re absolutely destroyed by amazement, other people’s amazement sure, but nevertheless it’s
as if you’re destroyed by things all the same, destroyed absolutely, and maybe even want to go out and get a job.
7. I guess this is a little like what the work and beard(s) and photographs of Georges Perec do for me.
8. Here is a working list of epithets I’ve collected regarding my beard:
‘Cookie duster, caterpillar, face fungus, chin moss, crumb catcher, soup strainer, Maximus Beardicus, Jay Leno syndrome,
Santa face-forest, face fuzz, mutton chops’ etc. etc.
9. My face at this point is almost pure beard. If I were to run into someone like Joaquin Phoenix on the street, things might
get hairy, possibly rabbinical.
10. And if all of this already feels like a bad Judd Apatow gag, let me remind you for a moment that I never joke about my
beard.
11. Georges Perec’s friends in the French avant-garde variously described his hair using a lexicon entirely of their own
creation; they used terms like wiry, moppy, mopey, wispy, saucy, scruffy—if Perec’s life were a sequel to Snow White,
things could get pretty hairy also. Still others referred to Perec’s beard as a beehive, a mushroom cloud, a black halo and,
my personal favorite—when it really began to thin out at the crown, they say—a windblown haystack.
12. Maybe you’ve seen these cars driving around town lately with those plump little mustaches, fixed on their front
fenders, the texture of fairground prizes. You know the ones I mean, they look as if there was a toxic spill in the city and
giant praying mantises were all wandering about the streets getting hit by cars and leaving their furry little (hirsute) legs
on the fenders, which would be something like an entomologist’s worst nightmare and at the very least would not be a
terrible premise for a slasher film.
13. When I went outside tonight, the way those raccoons looked at me, without looking at me, well, I guess it reminded
me of my ex-girlfriend a little. The way we first met, the way she looked at me from across the room as if I were a shaman
or a sheep herder, or like I should have been off in the fields someplace catching butterflies.
14. ‘If someone could one day figure out how to give a beard an ironic tattoo, they’d make millions.’
~Maximus Beardicus Nastradamus II, from Tracts on Trousers, Suicide and Facial Hair
Conclusion
1. You get a sense that a great number of Perec’s contemporaries paid extraordinarily close attention to their friend’s
facial hair.
2. But I, on the other hand, grow weary of talking about so many beards and this evening, after the raccoons that don’t see
me return to their dens, after I leave the Barber shop, and the sky grows tired of the light, giving everything it has left to
the sea, I ride my bike toward the ocean to catch whatever the clouds are about to spill out onto the landscape, and I make
my way toward the sea to watch the sunset, and I look to the sky the way Hafiz did so many beards ago, there is a wispy
little moon in the sky, and you could just imagine a little cow curling up in that moon, dreaming of butter—and on my
way home I’m passing these cars, the cars with mustaches on the front fender there, and there is a mannequin outside the

taekwondo shop on Broadway Boulevard, and it’s got a Japanese robe on and a scruffy little stubble of a beard, and the
man walking in front of me slaps the mannequin on the face as he walks by—nothing serious, a love tap, but anyway I’m
glad I’m not on the other side of the stranger—and then the stranger’s hand gets stuck a moment in the mannequin’s beard
and I look to my left and there’s a patch of grass with blooming dandelions, a mountain of sunflowers so many
sunflowers, and all of them lining the strip around a nuclear power plant like a ribbon tied around a bomb—which is the
way Andre Breton once described his friend Diego Rivera’s wife Frida Kahlo who he may or may not have been sleeping
with—all the sources disagree on this; and there is so much to puzzle out in this world that sometimes I think I’ll go mad;
and I’m sweating a lot by now, so I lay down a while, lay down in the grass, thinking of the gulfs in the Straits of
Magellan that no one will ever sail over and about all the people I did not become, the people who are married now, the
people with jobs, for instance, the people who shave in breakfast nooks, thinking of a world I might have lived in, a small
world that never took hold of enough people, whatever world one arrives at to make a day stand clear; I’m thinking about
all this and listening to the family of a gloomy neighbor come home, I recognize the voices, so I duck down in the grass,
waiting for the sound of the little girl to sing a tune to herself the way she does, or for the sight of a boy getting out of his
car, which could change everything—because like the saying goes, ‘goodness, if it exists, exists in other people’s
annoying children’—and here I am glancing up at a boy with his head hanging down, while his parents are at the front
door already waiting for him—a boy with his head hanging down because he has nothing at all in this world, a boy with
his head hanging down because he has nothing at all in this world to say.

Georges Perec, circa 1967
Image:
Neefs, Jacques, and Hans Hartje. Georges Perec: images. Paris: Seuil, 1993. Print.

A Princess Day
Aireanne Hjelle

The day was frumpy and Miss Geneva felt it.
The sky was ill-dressed in a haze that
couldn't decide if it was going to be cloudy
or sunny. “Poor choice, Monsieur Sky,” she
whispered as she lifted her crutch down the
step. She, though, was dressed for a
Princess Day.
“Mum,” she said that morning at
breakfast, “I want to be a princess.”
“Go put your princess skirt on,” her
mom said, “and please stop calling me
mum, Miss!”
Miss Geneva nimbly picked her way
through scattered toys to the closet and
grabbed a pink tulle skirt. Like a ballerina's.
Her crutches tossed on her bed, she slipped
her legs gingerly into the waist band of the
skirt. She wanted to wear her white tights
with bows up the back, but it would be too
hot. Instead, she pulled a magenta t-shirt
with a faded silk-screened cat on it over her
head.
“Hot pink and baby pink?” Her
mother asked. The girl shrugged and waved
goodbye.
The sweat beaded on her forehead
in the early morning heat, but she ignored
it, practicing regality; shoulders back and
spine straight. As a reward, the city bus came and in a gush of hydraulics kneeled before her. She deigned to make her
way onto it, noticing with a nod of her head that Mr. Jones was not driving today. The other passengers were ancient;
grandmothers and grandfathers whose faces sagged from their bones, making Miss Geneva think of their skeletons.
Some of them had canes. One old man wore a plaid hat that he always tipped to her. Today he tipped it to her, “Good
morning young lady. You look very pretty today.”
“Thank you,” she replied with a small smile before looking past him out the window. The town skimmed by,
store fronts and rich green trees all doured up by the frumpy, hazy sky.
A Princess Day. It was a Princess Day. Princesses did not do things they did not want to: today she did not want
to meet with her piano teacher; did not want to run her fingers through scales and then drink lemonade at Miss
Charlotte's house, waiting for her mother. She wanted—
A pink cottage skimmed by, wrought-iron patio furniture out front and twisting ivy up the sides. A doll's house of
a princess.
She snuck a hand up to the bell cord and the bus slowed gently to a stop. The old man in his cap looked at her,
an eyebrow raised. He knew this was not her stop. From the street, the girl waved with a smile as the bus carried away
the old man's scolding gaze. Then she turned to the cottage. It was as she had hoped: inside were plush chairs with floral
patterns and displayed on shelves, porcelain dolls. Empty but for the dolls. Over the door was a hand painted sign that
read “Lena's Tea Shop” in cursive letters.
The girl pushed through the door, a bell tinkling, and looked around. The counter was unattended, a menu
mounted above it written in the same cursive script as the sign over the door. As she approached the counter, imagining
herself a ballerina, a woman came out of the backroom, searching for whomever had made the bell ring. Finally she
looked down and a frown tugged at the corners of her mouth.
“Hello,” she said, “can I help you?”

Miss Geneva liked her. She liked her casual beauty—the woman wasn't a princess but the simple floral dress
showed off her thinness, and her thick, wavy hair was cut in a bob that almost made Miss Geneva miss the wrinkles
around her eyes and the creases around her mouth. The girl leaned against the counter.
“Yes, I'd like some tea.” She smiled.
“Any particular kind?” The woman asked.
“Um, chamomile.” She said the “i” long and stretched like the “i” in mile.
“Hot tea for a hot day? Perhaps you would like some lemonade instead.”
“No.” Miss Geneva answered, chin tilted up. “Tea, please.” The girl turned, pivoting on one of her crutches to
find a table near the shelves displaying the dolls. Her eyes ran over them with the desperation she felt in her fingers,
itching to play with the figures. When the woman brought her tea, she asked, “Can I see one of your dolls?”
The woman smiled, placing the cup and teapot in front of Miss Geneva. “Sure.” Reaching up to the top shelf, she
pulled down a doll with brown ringlets and a long white dress and handed it to Miss Geneva. The girl peered at the doll's
porcelain face, eyes nearly rubbed off and dirt smeared around the nose.
“Wow, she's so old.”
“This is the first doll my mother gave me,” the woman said.
“Will you give it to your daughter?”
“I don't have a daughter.”
“Why not?”
The woman looked down softly. “Oh, just because.” She touched a hand to her stomach and Miss Geneva
noticed that despite her thinness, she had a small belly, low-slung and protruding. “Do you like oranges?”
“Yes.”
“Wait one minute,” she said and disappeared to the back room, only to return a moment later with a plate filled
with cut oranges, skins glowing brightly on the plate. The woman set the plate upon the table, her long, ringless fingers
smoothing the tablecloth, then folded herself into the chair.
“What is your name?” The woman asked.
“Miss Geneva. And you?”
“Beryl.” Miss Geneva frowned.
“Who's Lena?”
“My mother.” Her hair was traced with grey at the temples.
“Where is your mother?”
“She's dead. A long time ago. Where's yours?”
“At home, I think.”
“And where are you supposed to be?”
“At piano lessons. But I didn't want to today. I wanted to be a princess. It's a Princess Day. Can you tell?” She
rubbed her hands over her pink skirt. “Have you ever had a princess day?”
Beryl picked up an orange slice, “Yes,” she answered, “my whole youth.” She bit into the slice and grimaced.
“What's wrong?” Miss Geneva asked.
“It's the part of the orange that remembers being the flower,” Beryl said, looking at her doll. “It's always so
bitter. Especially in these seedless ones.” Miss Geneva took a sip of her tea and wrinkled her nose.
“What's wrong?” Beryl asked.
“It's not very sweet.”
“It's not supposed to be, Miss Princess. But here, add some sugar,” and she slid a small pot towards Miss
Geneva.
The girl spooned sugar into her tea. “I will have to call your mother.” Beryl said.
“I know, but first can you tell me about your dolls?” ⃝

Fifteen Soundless Miles
Chad W. Lutz

Nympheas
Milt Montague
a millennium ago
or so it seems
i crossed a threshold
into a bluegreen waterworld
wonderlake of waterlillies
chaste but mischievous
whites
dance with buttery yellows
amongst swaying greens
in eight variations
and twelve tones
shades of red chase seductive
purples
poking their heads out of the
shallows
at an occasional pink crown
near brownblack mysterious
depths
midst greenblue swirls
change of venue
for those seeking respite
haven for distressed souls
surcease from
today’s insanities
dive into an earlier time
relive life’s simple joys
in natures age-old rhythms
emerge reborn
by monet’s magic palette
peace....
for a while ?

Everything was cheering me on:
The black crow and bear I couldn't see but could wholly sense, the
rhododendron,
The red cardinal flowers, the moss, suddenly jealous, shooting
furtive glances at
The man in motion, on the run, a silhouette in the sun, a blur of
white against the backdrop of extreme green and grey, at the dawn
of day, and without a sound, without a sound.
It was the first time in a long time
That I took my headphones off and actually listened to the world,
Instead of the inorganic compounds of rhythm channeled
ineffectively through a digital outlet.
At first there was nothing, or what seemed like nothing,
in the cool gentility of the late June atmosphere. Fifteen soundless
miles.
Up and up and up and up, like a weighted balloon on the strong
breeze of hope, of desire.
There was nothing at the top of my fifteen-mile run but more
soundlessness, and even more as companion on my descent back
down the mountain.
But soon the world was alive; alive with the ancient history
Of the mountains and the rivers and the trees; all of them talking
and talking and talking. The world was no longer silent.
The sunlight cried out as it crested over the misty crags
and the trees laughed playfully as the breeze tickled their fresh
summer leaves.
Even the sounds of my feet attacking the pavement became verbal,
and a primordial sense of loyalty to my surroundings established,
and I knew I had paid homage well.

Portentious

Two Simple Roads
Adam Schrum

An eagle was spotted at my fortune telling.
I mean an eagle was sighted at my fortune telling.
I mean a solid-colored eagle,
with no spots, which
presumably was not blind,
Was witnessed by guests and passers-by to fly
at my fortune telling.
Among hunters and fisherfolk an Augur emerged,
From among plebes and elders, a Wizard,
and this pair practiced together
pomp, mystery, and vigor
to harrow the art of Aeromancy
dramatically invoked
to declare the weather fair.
They then proceeded to prophesy
That the sign of the eagle meant that I . . .
But before they continued, a fishwife decried,
This propitious pair was apparently appearing
at several family fortune-tellings nearby
and always this eagle, and a grand prophecy,
met with gratitude, gold, and a full belly.
What kind of eagle attends all young fortunes,
a binge harbinger?
And what craft bring anonymous augurs and wizards,
but hijinx and fraud?
Then the showmen were fell upon by the hunters and fisherfolk
and thrashed and slashed,
til their entrails were thrown
with dice and bone.
From among the horde came forth a Diviner, who
without introduction or thank-you, fancy
the luck that he practiced Splanchomancy:
The hucksters’ intestines clearly showed
auspicious twitches,
guts jittered and glowed
for long life, riches,
and strong hardy issue,
and although the Diviner was not owed,
the family drenched him with tears and drink,
food and gold.
It was evening towards night when the party moved site,
What I heard made me turn as flapping wings sounded
to see the eagle grounded,
dancing among the entrails,
slurping up flesh and scraps,
with pomp, mystery, and vigor,
a binge harbinger.
And that’s why I can stoutly clarify
That I myself saw with a child’s eye
That that eagle at my fortune telling
was definitely,
unquestionably,
Not spotted.

John Reinhart
Robert Frost was a fine
mathematician. He reduced
his fractions efficiently
down to two roads in one
wood. Modern. Scientific.
Beautiful. Binary reductionism
and poetic refuge denying
or avoiding quantum chaos
and the probability of
improbability of organic
human irrationality which
is not a four letter word
but offensive anyway
because rational thinking
is key to science, our
modern religion, and
“irrational” sounds bad,
a label for mystics and
poets, when what I mean
to say is simply that every
one wants a forked road:
left, right, even if you
take the scarecrow’s
direction in Oz – both –
you still only have three
options for travel.
The last time I was in
a wood, there was a
labyrinth, Bowie and all,
that appeared – hall of
mirrors, trap doors, secret
passages – with a hundred
entrances, billion exits,
chess problem with no
solution, and people
raced back and forth –
no somber, solitary,
reflective forest this,
dominated by climate
control, astroturf, pine
scent, exposing the reality
of Frost’s apparent fiftyfifty game, clearly all
or nothing in truth,
this modern mathematical
ruse to deny the beautiful
array, meticulous matrix
of maddening possibility
available from one step.
I stuck out my foot
to trip a passerby, then
meandered aimlessly
into the woods, foot
following foot today.
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mother, and dreamer who lives in Ojai, California with
her husband, daughter, a couple of dogs, a few exotic
chickens and two beloved ponies. She has studied with
Jack Grapes and is part of his L.A Poets and Writers
Collective. Her work has been published or is
forthcoming in Huffington Post, I’ll Take Wednesdays.
FRe&D, Downer Magazine, The Mas Tequila Review, East
Jasmine Review and elsewhere.
Arya F. Jenkins Arya F. Jenkins is a poet and writer
currently living in Ohio. Her work has been published in

several online and literary venues, most recently,
Brilliant Corners, Jerry Jazz Musician, Solstice Literary
Review, Mandala Journal, Scissors and Spackle, The
Golden Lantern and The Write Room. Her poetry and
essays have been included in three anthologies; AllBook
Books published a chapbook of her Buddhist poetry,
JEWEL FIRE; and Jerry Jazz Musician recently
commissioned me to write jazz fiction. A poem is
forthcoming in The Feminist Wire.
Ashton EB Cutright Ashton Cutright has a BFA in
Studio Art and Business as well as eight plus years of
graphic design experience. She is also the marketing
director for Fairmont State University's art department,
and some of her other accomplishments with said
position include shows from: Mark Soppeland, Gary Leib,
Veronique Cote, and The Dunkard Creek art exhibition,
(which included over ninety artists and their respective
works). She is also serving as an illustrator for an up and
coming children's book.
Beyza Ozer Beyza Ozer is currently a student at
Columbia College Chicago where she is studying
Journalism and Creative Writing. Her works have
appeared in Wes Anderzine and two-time Pacemaker
winning newspaper, the Niles West News. She enjoys
writing in all forms, whether it's news, poetry, creative
non-fiction, or flash. She hopes to have a career in
magazine writing and editing.
Brandon Kendall Brandon Kendall is an aspiring
author living in Venice that escaped from the dusty grip
of California’s central-valley on his eighteenth birthday,
fresh out of foster care.
Candace Butler Candace Butler is an MFA candidate
at Antioch University of Los Angeles. She is a writer,
artist, and musician residing in her hometown of Sugar
Grove, Virginia, a small rural town in the mountains of
Appalachia. Butler currently serves as the co-poetry
editor of literary magazine Lunch Ticket.
http://candacebutler.com.
Chad W Lutz Chad W. Lutz was born in Akron, Ohio,
in 1986, and holds a BA in English with a Minor in
Writing from Kent State University. He currently works

as content and social media manager for a website in
North Canton, Ohio, and aspires to run in the 2016
Olympic Games.
Cynthia Staples Cynthia Staples is a writer and
photographer living in Somerville, Massachusetts.
Recent travels in England and Ireland produced a bounty
of images that she continues to sort through. Her
creative journey can be followed at
http://www.wordsandimagesbycynthia.com.
Drew Pisarra For the last three years, Drew Pisarra
has been writing poems inspired by the movies of Rainer
Werner Fassbinder. Now that he is done with this project
he has gone back to writing about Korean movies at
http://www.koreangrindhouse.blogspot.com .
Erin Verdi Erin is currently residing in Seattle, and is
completing her Bachelor's degree in Creative Writing.
She plans to travel in the future and, in all honesty, has
no idea where she will end up. She loves making
haphazard decisions, eating Thai food, and laughing at
her own mishaps. She aspires to travel the world, and to
never stop adventuring.
Gary Glauber Gary Glauber is a poet, fiction writer,
teacher, and music journalist. His works have been
nominated for the Pushcart Prize, Best of the Net, and
one was named “A Notable Online Story” by
StorySouth’s Million Writers Award panel. He took part
in The Frost Place’s conference on teaching poetry, as
well as Found Poetry Review's Pulitzer Remix Project.
Recent poems are published or forthcoming in Agave,
Gravel, The Chaffin Journal, Extract(s), Bay Laurel, Dead
Flowers, Diverse Voices Quarterly, Stone Voices, Falling
Star, Foliate Oak, Fjords Review, Tendril Literary
Magazine, Kindred, The Found Poetry Review, Eunoia
Review, Northwind, Thirteen Myna Birds, The Bicycle
Review, Thin Air, and Noctua Review.
H.C. Turk H. C. Turk is a self-taught writer, sound
artist, and visual artist living in Florida. His fiction has
been published by Villard, Tor, The Chicago Review,
Streetcake, the Newer York, Gadfly, Linguistic Erosion,
Smashed Cat, and Farther Stars Than These. His sound
pieces and visual art have appeared on numerous websites and radio programs.

Isabelle Davis Isabelle Davis worked as a writer and
Columns Editor for Pacemaker winner Niles West News
and currently edits for The Lawrentian. Her work has
appeared in Wes Anderzine. She does not know what
college she's attending while you read this, but she is
sure she's pursuing a Creative Writing degree. You can
find her on twitter @isa13itch.
J. Brook Bennett J. Brook Bennett is an MFA
candidate at the University of Central Florida. She
currently lives in Sanford, FL. Whether it’s a poem, story,
hat, scarf, dream, or an excuse to stay in her pajamas all
day, she is always creating.
John Reinhart John Reinhart lives in the Weird,
between now and never, driving an ancient Mercedes
fueled by used vegetable oil, collecting and protecting
the discarded treasures in gutters, and whistling
combinations of every tune he knows. He is a one-time
beginner yo-yo champion, a state fiddle and guitar
champion, a high school English teacher, a tinkerer, and
certifiable eccentric.
Jonathan Flike Jonathan Flike currently lives in San
Diego where he attends the University of California, San
Diego with a major in biochemistry/cellular biology and a
minor in creative writing.
Kathy Rudin Kathy Rudin is a mixed media artist
from New York City.
K.C. Finn Born in South Wales, Kimberley Charlotte
Elisabeth Finn (known to readers as K.C., otherwise it'd
be too much of a mouthful) was one of those corny little
kids who always wanted to be a writer. She was also
incredibly stubborn, and so has finally achieved that
dream in 2013 with the release of her first three novellas
in the four-part Caecilius Rex saga, the time travel
adventure The Secret Star and her new urban fantasy
epic The Book Of Shade.
K.C. Finn has also recently been welcomed into the fold
at Clean Teen Publishing as a debut Young Adult author
for 2014 - look out for her epic Paranormal/Historical
Adventure The Mind's Eye, coming early 2014!
As a sufferer with the medical condition M.E./C.F.S., Kim
works part time as a private tutor and a teacher of
creative writing, devoting the remainder of her time to
writing novels and studying for an MA in Education and
Linguistics.

Kylie Kenner Kylie Kenner is an English Composition
graduate student at San Francisco State University.
When Kenner is not reading or writing, she enjoys
informally studying birds and beards. Kenner lives in a
studio in San Francisco where she collects books and
plants despite extremely limited square footage.
Keith Charles Dovoric Keith Charles Dovoric is a
writer, musician, and teacher from Essex County, NJ. He
has been composing music and lyrics, in addition to
poems, short fiction, and essays, for over twenty years.
Currently, Mr. Dovoric teaches writing. He resides with
his wife and son in a suburban neighborhood.
Leila A Fortier Leila A. Fortier is a poet, artist, and
photographer currently residing in Okinawa, Japan while
pursuing her BFA in creative writing through Southern
New Hampshire University. Her sculpted poetry is often
accompanied by her own multi-medium forms of art,
photography, and spoken performance. The use of italics
in her text forms a symbolic representation of inner dialog
while the tilde lends to the fluidity and continuum of her
thought processes. Selections of her work have been
translated into French, Italian, Spanish, Arabic, and
German in a growing effort to foster cultural diversity and
understanding through the voice of poetry. With over one
hundred publishing credits, her work in all its mediums
has been featured in a vast array of publications both in
print and online. A complete listing of her published
works can be found at: www.leilafortier.com.
Lorraine Caputo Lorraine Caputo is a documentary
poet, translator and travel writer. Her poetry and
narratives have been published in over 100 journals in
Canada, the US, Latin America, Europe and Asia, such as
Drumvoices Revue, Canadian Dimension, In Other
Words: Mérida (Mexico), A New Ulster (Northern
Ireland), Open Road Review (India) and Cordite Poetry
Review (Australia). Her works also appear in eight
chapbooks of poetry, five audio recordings and twelve
anthologies, while she has also authored several travel
guidebooks. In March 2011, the Parliamentary Poet
Laureate of Canada chose her verse as poem of the
month. She has done over 200 literary readings, from
Alaska to the Patagonia. For the past decade, Caputo has
been traveling through Latin America, listening to the
voices of the pueblos and Earth.

Marcel Feldmar Marcel Feldmar grew up in Canada,
and then left.
He spent some time in an institution called The Jack
Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics, but ended up
living in Los Angeles, where his words get caught in
traffic. He has had more bands than girlfriends, but is
now married and not playing music, even though he has
been mistaken for Ric Ocasek on more than one
occasion.
Marcel has completed a handful of unpublished
chapbooks, and one unpublished full length novel, and,
inspired by coffee and music, still manages to write a
few words between rejections from literary agents.
Matt A. Durant For as long as I have lived, stories
have motivated me to pursue all that life has to offer. I
have hoped to become a good writer so that I may
contribute stories of my own to the world of literature.
Meeah Williams Meeah Williams is a freelance
writer and graphic artist from Brooklyn, NY
Melanie Steffl Connections to the past and the
future. Parallels to other worlds. We have to utilize all of
our imaginations for hope.
Milt Montague After seventeen years as a senior
auditor at Hunter College, New York City, he was turned
on by poetry courses. His poems were for himself and a
few intimates who have encouraged him to spread his
wings and soar. His poem “college and ....” appeared in
the fall 2013 Poetica Magazine.
Moneta Goldsmith Moneta Goldsmith's
heteronymous works have appeared both online and in
print in Sparkle & Blink, Empty Sink, Dum Dum Zine, and
several others. In January 2014, he was awarded the
Grand Prize in poetry by Spark: A Creative Anthology; so
far, it hasn't changed him a bit.
Nancy Keeling Nancy Ryan Keeling is the author of
the full-length collection of poetry Estrogen Power.
Collage artist and photographer, she has exhibited in the
International Museum of Collage/Assemblage in Waco,
TX, the Sam Houston Museum in Huntsville, TX, the
Houston Art Car Museum & the Obsidian Art Space in
The Heights, Houston, TX. Her photography has
appeared in: Calyx/Burner/Raven

Chronicles/Episodic/Furnace/Meadowland/South
Loop/Southern Women’s Review/Write from Wrong.
Paul Taylor Paul Taylor is an aspiring writer from
London, Ontario.
Ryane Nicole Granados Ryane Nicole Granados
earned her MFA in Creative Writing from Antioch
University, Los Angeles. She received her BA in English
from Loyola Marymount University, where she also
earned the Nikki Giovanni writing award and the
honorable distinction of Valedictorian for the graduating
class of 2000. She has attended the Bread Loaf Writer’s
Conference in Sicily and SquawValley Writer’s Workshop.
She has also had her work published in the anthologies
PaniK and On the Brink. She teaches all levels of English
at Golden West College and is working on the
completion of her first novel.
Sasha Piergeorge Sasha Piergeorge is an artist from
Los Angeles, CA who explores themes regarding the
indefinableness and unsteadiness of traditional views of
gender, sexuality, and ethnicity through her paintings.
Victor David Sandiego Victor David Sandiego lives
in the high desert of central Mexico where he writes,
studies, and plays drums with jazz combos and in
musical / poetry collaborations. His work appears in
various journals (Cerise Press, Crab Creek Review,

Floating Bridge Review, Off The Coast, Generations
Literary Journal, Poetry Salzburg Review, others) and has
been featured on public radio. He is the founder and
current editor of Subprimal Poetry Art. His website is
victordavid.com.
Wes Solether Wes Solether recently finished his MFA
at the University of San Francisco. He is the cofounder/co-editor of Bitterzoet Magazine. He has
recently been published in ditch, Vector Press, indefinite
space, Epigraph and Counterexample Poetics. He can be
reached at his website: wessolether.com
Wendy Thornton Wendy Thornton is a freelance
writer and editor who has been published in Riverteeth,
Epiphany, MacGuffin and many other literary journals
and books. Her memoir, Dear Oprah, is available on
Amazon and Kindle. Most recently, she won second
prize in New York’s Literal Latte essay contest, and her
essay on the rock group, Sister Hazel, just came out in
New Plains Review: A Journal of Social Commentary. She
was president and founder of the Writers Alliance of
Gainesville, www.writersalliance.org. She has a BA in
English, MA coursework in English and Cultural Studies
from University of Florida, was nominated for a Pushcart
Prize, and has been Editor’s Pick on Salon.com multiple
times. Her work is published in England, Scotland,
Australia and India.

